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WATERPRO ANIMAS

WATERPRO MERCED
For women who want a sandal with
wildwater hold-down without bulk,
along with quick conversion to a slide.
Molded stability posts anchor a
clip-closed instep strap and a double
removable closure at the heel.
Quick-tug adjustable straps secure
the forefoot. The full range of Merrell
sandal technology—from Deep Dish™
footbed to Air Cushion® and protective
forefoot flex plate are on board.

A water sandal that converts to a slide
simply by removing its padded dual
backstays. Our most stable water sandal
has protective, neoprene-Lycra® lined
leather wraps along the sides, tying into
adjustable closures over instep and
forefoot, where there’s a protective nylon
plate. Aquasport platform seats the foot
deep, adding Air Cushion® for comfort.

CONNECT S/S

GO
Our Go athletic shorts are built for
speed and long distance comfort.
Designed with quick-drying wicking
stretch nylon the Go shorts feature
useful pockets for your necessities
and quick-adjust side waist tabs for
the perfect fit.

Many hot days call for the lightest
most useful pair of shorts you can
find. Welcome the Range short to
our collection and yours with it’s
lightweight stretch nylon fabric and
comfortable fast and light design.

CAN-SKI

Base of Blackcomb In The Glacier Lodge T 604 938-7744
Creekside Location T 604 905-2160
4253 Village Stroll, Suite 100 T 604 938-7755

EXCESS SPORTS

Ski & Sport 4557 - 104 Blackcomb Way T 604-932-2224
Backcountry 4251 Village Stroll T 604-932-6409

WILD WILLIES

7017 Nesters Road T 604 938-8036
Pan Pacific Mountainside Hotel T 604-938-9836
Creekside, 101 – 2011 Innsbruck Drive T 604-938-8032

SPORTSTOP SOURCE FOR SPORTS

4112 Golfers Approach T 604-932-5495

WHISTLER VILLAGE SPORTS
4254 Village Stroll T 604 932-3327

FUN FOR KIDS CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES (Kids Footwear Only)
203-4293 Mountain Square T 604 932-2115

NOW OPEN

MERRELL STORE

4295 Blackcomb Way T 604 905-1220

AVAILABLE AT:

The Columbia Sportswear Company Store
Carelton Lodge
Base of Whistler Mountain
604.905.2246

®

WATERPROOF
BREATHABLE

Omni-Tech™ is a revolution in outerwear fabric technology that provides
waterproof/breathable protection for maximum comfort and performance.
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Editor's Notes

photo by chris christie

Summer is a tricky season to define. According to the calendar hanging
in my kitchen it starts on the June 21 solstice and runs until the autumn
equinox on September 20. This is called the astronomical summer but not
everyone agrees with it. Meteorologists and other atmospheric scientists
base their seasons on average temperatures. For them, summer in the
northern hemisphere is simply June, July, and August. The weather geeks,
with this model, have more hours of daylight in their summer and that
sounds like a good thing to me.
Of course, ask any little kid and they’ll tell you summer goes from the last
day of school to the first day of “next year,” which makes the most sense.
Regardless of how you define it though, here in the Coast Mountains summer is all about water – it’s the only time of year most of us willingly go in it.
And in it we go this issue, from Andrew Bradley’s self-portrait dive on the
cover to an overnight fishing trip on the glassy waters of Lake Lovely Water
high in the Tantalus Range to a water-based photo gallery that will, hopefully, leave you dripping.
Water is an integral part of life in the mountains and it’s a resource we
need to cherish and protect. So whether it’s the hotel pool, Lost Lake, or
rafting one of the local rivers, we at Mountain Life urge you to take some
time to enjoy the water this summer – jump in it, fish it, surf it, slide it, ride
it, conserve it, or simply stare at it all day if you want. Just remember to
drink lots of it (tap water – bottled water is for pansies) and please don’t pee
in the pool (or the lake). Throughout the history of literature, the guy who
poisons the well has been the worst of villians.
–Feet Banks
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Les Anthony
Les Anthony wanted to be a spaceman.
A Supreme Intergalactic Commander,
actually. He made it to the final interview stage but it just didn’t work out
so he settled on writing. Somewhere
along the way he slipped on something
and ended up with a degree in Evolutionary Biology with a specialty in Herpetology, which sounds like the study
of herpes but is actually the study of
reptiles and amphibians (which is way
better). Proving you have to be smart
at something else in order to milk the
ski-bum-journalist lifestyle as long as
he has, Dr. Anthony’s first book comes
out in September. It’s called Snakebit:
Confessions of a Herpetologist and it’s
a comedy. No kidding.
Mark Gribbon
Mark Gribbon is a skater/snowboarder/
photographer who moved to Whistler at
age 18 and is still here. He likes ninjas,
surfing, naps, two-stroke engines,
textured photographs and the silence
and solitude of fishing a new lake via
float tube. This issue he shot the mini
adventure to Lake Lovely Water.
Paul Morrison
Equal parts genius, gentleman and
solid party wingman, Paul Morrison,
aka The Master Light has been featured in pretty much every major snow
publication on the planet and most of
the bike ones. Paul moved to Whistler
in 1975 and met his future wife Gail on
December 27 of that year. They were
downloading on the Creekside gondy
(pre-snowmaking days) and probably
fell in love instantly since they are
both so awesome. But in true Whistler
fashion they didn’t get around to getting married until ten years later and
now their son Ian is one of the Valley’s
most ass-kickingest ski racers. Good
genetics. For this issue Paul went to
Peru on an epic biking trip in the lost
empire of the Inca and came home
with photographic gold.
Jim Martinello
Jim Martinello was raised in the sea to
sky from age thirteen and this inspired
a truly adventurous life. His love for
the mountains, adventure sports and
travel led Jimmy to discover a passion
for photography although his lust for
life carries over into everything he
does – from playing hockey with his
two-year-old son to climbing mountains
around the world. Jim enjoys hanging
with his family and friends and embracing all the wonderful moments that
life brings. He has also been known to
hug (and kiss) a tree from time to time,
showing appreciation for Old Mother
Earth.
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Blake Jorgenson
Gallery opens in Whistler
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Text by Feet Banks :: Photos by Blake Jorgenson
Blake Jorgenson is a mutant photographer with robotic precision and the instincts of a
Himalayan snow leopard. Still the only person to win the World Ski & Snowboard Festival’s
Pro Photo Search and Photo Showdown in the same year, he’s since published photos with
almost every skiing and mountain biking magazine in the civilized world and has traversed the
globe from China to Transylvania to Bralorne. “The landscapes are the focus of my work,”
Blake says, “but the skill and talent of the athletes are what bring the terrain to life.” These
days the 14-year Whistler/Bralorne local is testing the business waters with a new gallery in
Whistler’s luxurious Westin Resort and Spa.
MOUNTAIN LIFE: When did the gallery open?
BLAKE: April 2, 2008. It’s always been a dream of mine to open a gallery in Whistler, but
I thought it would be quite some time before it could become a reality.
Do you shoot different stuff for the gallery than you would for a magazine?
Right now the gallery is just showcasing my existing work. The process of choosing photos
for the gallery was an interesting process because I had to shift from thinking commercially
to what would resonate with not just the sports enthusiasts, but also general people visiting
Whistler. Surprisingly, the more extreme action shots have caused the biggest impact with
both audiences.
Do you think the trend in Whistler – moving away from a sports and outdoors destination and
into a general holiday destination for anyone – has made it easier for a gallery to survive?
I think that the change brings a broader audience to view the photos, but it’s really about
relating to the experiences that people have here in Whistler. Outdoor sports and activities
are still what Whistler is all about. Even if people don’t directly participate, it’s still a part of
their Whistler experience. People want to take that experience home with them.
It seems like your gallery opening party at the Firerock Lounge became a significant event
all on its own. Are there plans to continue to throw gallery parties or special functions?
Absolutely. The main intent of this gallery is to create a venue that has been lacking in
Whistler, where athletes, artists, and the community can meet, promote, collaborate, and
celebrate. We are going to featuring other artists on an ongoing basis and will certainly be
hosting opening parties for each person. Holly [Gallery manager Holly Fraser] and I are not
restricting it to photographic media, either. Just showcasing artists whose subject matter is
related to Whistler and mountain life. My work will also be rotated on an ongoing basis.
It seems like every year there are more and more people out there with nice digital cameras
calling themselves photographers. What is the industry like now compared to when you
started out? How does having your own gallery factor in?
The photography I specialize in is more about collaboration and choreography than just
taking pictures. My success in the industry has come from building my working relationships
and adventuring out to places I need to be to keep up with the evolving level of talent. As
the bar continues to rise with the athletes’ skill levels, so does the challenge to keep producing more exciting material. The gallery is a whole new venture and industry challenge,
but more than anything a very rewarding way to share my images on a one-to-one basis.
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Zen
in the art of

disc golf
By Leslie Anthony
As the plastic leaves my hand in the buoyant autumn air I know it’s possible. It flies
along the left side of the woods, brushing a yellowing tangle of birch—bane of many a player
here—before tracing an almost imperceptible
arc to the right.
I’ve been trying to ace hole 24 on the
Whistler Powerline Disc Golf Course for five
years. It’s not particularly long, but nevertheless
requires a very precise throw that breaks left to
right then runs out of spin to drop at the perfect
moment. I’ve experimented with different throws
here, but settled on a backhand as the one that
most consistently delivered proper fade. Then
I’d waited. For the right disc. The right air. The

photo by Colin Field. Looking up.

right mind. The right release. A perfect day.
A perfect throw. Like a monk meditating on a
mountaintop, enlightenment was slow to come.
That molecular connection through the air
always exists. The challenge is to find a way
to both see it and be it, something I’d gleaned
from a whimsical Scottish philosopher named
Shivas Irons, central character in Michael
Murphy’s literary paean Golf in the Kingdom.
This 1972 masterpiece on the mysticism
of golf has sold over a million copies and is
celebrated as the classic work on the sport’s
deeper meaning. A Western equivalent of
Eugen Herrigel’s famous Zen in the Art of Archery, Murphy’s Kingdom is the de facto bible
for those who suspect that lofting aerodynamic
objects toward distant targets offers both physi-

cal Tao and unique deliverance from the mental
fray of human existence.
So it was fitting that when I was first tutored
in disc golf (Frisbee golf to those wedded to the
original trademark moniker) by one of Canada’s
disc-tossing icons, Bob Blakely, he’d dispensed
with sage advice on the minutiae of followthrough and instead handed me a tattered copy
of Kingdom.
“You’ve got all the skills,” he’d said. “Now get
your head in the game.”
He was right. I could throw a disc far. I
could throw a disc straight. I could even make a
few tricky tosses and sometimes sink improbable putts. But I couldn’t put it all together
on every hole. It would take years. Actually, it
would never end.
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Which is what’s so great about disc golf—
chasing an elusive perfection that eternally
hangs in the ether.
This all sounds a bit lofty and poetic so let’s
bring it down a notch: disc golf can also be simply a social pastime like the “other” golf, where
people take to the outdoors with beers and joints
and dogs and friends to enjoy a couple of hours
of decidedly unserious skill-testing and relaxation. Which is basically how it all got started.
Disc golf evolved when the nuanced flight
of discs (which do things balls clearly can’t)
met mankind’s naturally competitive nature.
Original targets were trees, trash cans, light
poles—whatever. The game was formalized by
American Ed Headrick—inventor of the modern
Frisbee—who designed the first “disc pole
hole” catching device in 1975, 10 metal chains
hung parabolically over an upward opening
basket. That same year, Headrick designed
and installed the first disc-golf course in
Pasadena, California, where it was an instant
success. Manufacturers responded by designing golf-specific discs—varied in size, weight
and profile for different kinds of shots (see
sidebar). There are now almost 1,000 courses
in the U.S. (Canada has 100 or so) with around
3,500,000 regular players and over 20,000 Professional Disc Golf Association members. Some
400 sanctioned tournaments annually culminate
in a World Championship with up to 500 partici-

pants and purses in excess of $70,000.
The goals of disc golf are simple: complete
each hole in as few throws as possible. Likewise, courses mirror the variety found in regular
golf: longer and shorter holes, simple and technical, open or hemmed with water and brush
hazards. Unlike regular golf, disc golf doesn’t
eat up land, instead utilizing pre-existing
parkland or gladed woodland. Configurations
range from 9 to 36 holes, each with a solidly

living as a pro for a decade, winning scads of
tournaments, conducting seminars in 160 cities, and producing bestselling disc-golf videos.
According to Stokely, the logic of improvement
is simple: if all the best players do something,
you should too. If none of the best players
do something, you probably shouldn’t either.
Stokely points out exceptions to these rules,
plus a few of his own secrets. I note with interest that he discusses difficult stances, throwing

Disc golf evolved when the nuanced flight of discs
(which do things balls clearly can’t) met mankind’s
naturally competitive nature. Original targets were
trees, trash cans, light poles – whatever.
grounded tee-box (important for run-up where
long drives are required) and a pole-hole. The
characteristics of disc flight make this game far
more inventive than the regular version—there’s
always more than one way to play a hole. A
popular bumper sticker reminds why: “When a
Ball Dreams, it Dreams it’s a Frisbee.”
Like anything, however, getting serious
requires learning from the pros. U.S. National
Champion Scott Stokely (whose Complete
Guide to Playing Professional Disc Golf can be
found out at discgolfbook.com) has made his

in the woods, rain and heavy wind—pretty
much a primer for playing anywhere in Canada.
Back on the Whistler course we watch
the end of my disc’s flight on 24. Keening
away from the woods it drops over a stretch
of open, rock-strewn ground and between two
tree-trunks guarding the pin. A loud, satisfying
ching! rings back through mossy woods as the
disc hits the chains and drops into the basket.
Hole in one. Hoots and hollers all around.
Not very Zen, I know, but then … what is
the sound of one hand high-fiving?

photo by bruce rowles

A Disc Golf Primer
• Like regular golf’s club selection, different discs are used for different
shots: distance drivers give the most distance per unit effort, but tend
to be squirrelly; fairway drivers are made for long, accurate shots; midrange discs provide a variety of different characteristics; putt/approach
discs deliver stable accuracy to get the disc to and into the target.
• These flight characteristics apply if you’re a Right Hand Backhand
(RHBH) thrower: a stable disc will tend to remain straight through
most of the flight; an understable/turnover disc will tend to turn to the
right during the high-speed (early) portion of its flight; an overstable
disc tends to turn to the left at high or low speed; hyzer is an angle of
release where the outside edge of the disc is tilted downward; anhyzer
where the outside edge of the disc is tilted upward.
• Newcomers tempted to try many discs are better off concentrating
on learning to throw just one until they develop a feel for it. Disc golf
websites (there are bazillions) can recommend the best disc choices for
new players.
• Disc weight relates more to preference than ability, and there are
trade-offs. Light discs are easier to throw faster and fly farther except in
a headwind; heavy discs are harder to throw fast, but easier to control
in the wind.
• Throws: backhand, sidearm and tomahawk (also known as hammer
or upside down) are more familiar than highly specialized tosses like
turnover roller, cut roller, scoober roller, hook-thumb and grenade.
• As in regular golf, disc golfers “drive for show and putt for dough.”
You may be a strong hucker but getting a handle on the variables of putting—short vs. long, grip, stance/posture, aiming, wind—is key.
• It’s pretty easy to find the official disc golf course nearest you online.
In addition, the country is peppered with unofficial or rogue courses of
home-made or random targets. But we officially don’t know where they are.
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Start your Quest in the Outdoor Recreation Capital of Canada
... at an innovative liberal arts & sciences university

www.questu.ca

photo of the Quest Adventure Club
by Kanaan Bausler, Quest student

Visit our campus in Squamish, BC*
*Travel grants available, see website for details

Toll-free 1.888.QUEST.08 (1.888.783.7808)

photo: Todd Lawson
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Kelly Dyer hanging in the shadows.

The Creekside
Boulder
Text by Brian Finestone and photos by Jim Martinello
Tucked on a bench of land just out of sight above the Whistler Creekside base is a boulder the size of a house with no obvious origin – the
closest cliff is near the top of Whistler Mountain, seemingly miles away.
The geological explanation for this monolithic stone is that it’s a glacial
erratic, deposited here during the retreat of the glaciers at the end of the
last ice age. And here the beast remains, implanted above the growing
little ski town and undisturbed in its idyllic setting, sitting on a flat sandy
bench in the shade of cedar and fir trees.
The first human intruders were probably squatters who camped under
the steep overhangs and clambered up on top to bake in the summer
sun, thereby tagging the first ascents. It wasn't until the late nineties that
a group of people arrived with greater appreciation for just what physical
challenges the stone could offer up. At that time, bouldering was an
underground affair scoffed at by “real” rock climbers as a waste of time
when there were much bigger lines down the road in Squamish.
“In the early nineties, there was virtually no focus on bouldering in
the Whistler-Squamish area, despite the world-class nature of the rock,”
explains Marc Bourdon, local guide and author of the region’s most complete bouldering guide. “There was no lack of boulders, it was the vision
to see them as a climbing resource combined with the knowledge of how
to protect the uneven landings that was missing,” he continues.
Athletes with a vision don’t put much stock in old-guard naysayers,
and the early boulderers were no exception. The Creekside boulder offered varied and difficult routes, serving up just what the early climbers

were after. From 1997
to 2001 they developed
numerous diverse problems on the giant rock.
Bourdon has ticked
every route on the
stone and explains,
“The Creekside boulder
is a unique climbing resource. Problems lie on
all four sides and vary
greatly in their style,
but if there’s one word to describe the climbing it would be ‘athletic.’ The
rock is sprinkled with positive holds providing long, physical moves on
steep faces. It’s a great workout.”
The offerings range from four-star V0 warm ups like Pocket Perfection to V7 test pieces like the burly Avalanche Poodle. There are even two
classic problems that Bourdon has given the illustrious five-star rating.
The first classic to fall was Latch On, a V3 that climbs a steep line out of
the cave. You Cannot Do It In Shoes is a second five-star line that climbs
the east face from a sit-down start with heel hooking and big lock-offs,
before climbing the flake to the top.
As bouldering developed in the corridor and gained its own critical mass, climbers recognized the quality of the climbs on this isolated
block. Coupled with the clean landings, it made a good destination for
a short session before or after work. “The Creekside Boulder is a nice
change from the slopers of Squamish,” Bourdon says. “If you like gym
climbing on positive holds, a session on the Creekside Boulder won’t
disappoint.”
Perhaps the nicest thing about the Creekside Boulder is the fact
that a climber can get in a workout on real rock without needing a car
since the area is readily accessible by bus or bike. For full details on the
problems at the Creekside Boulder, pick up Marc Bourdon's Squamish
Bouldering Guidebook at any decent local climbing shop.
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Local (and not-so-) Gigs
June 21

Aqualibrium, Squamish Waterfront

July 1

Canada Day concert, Squamish

July 10-13

Merritt Mountain Music Festival 		
(Country-Rock)

July 11-13

Atlin Arts and Music Fest

July 11-13

Vancouver Island Music Fest
(Roots and World Music)

July 18-20

Vancouver Folk Music Festival

July 19-20

Whistler Music Festival, Blackcomb 		
Base 2

July 25-27

Pemberton Summer Music Festival
www.pembertonfestival.com

Aug 1-3

Kaslo Jazz Etc Summer Music Fest

Aug 4-17

Festival Vancouver
(classical, jazz and world music)

Aug 6-11

Salmo/Nelson’s Shambahla

August 10

Copper & Fire Arts Festival, 		
Britannia Beach

Aug 15-24

Nanaimo Summertime Blues Fest

Aug 23

Campground C Country Rock Music
Festival, Whistler

Sep 15

Rumble Ready to Rock II, Pavilion
Park, Squamish

Sep 21

SERF Fall Equinox concert, Squamish

UpFront

The Big Gig Revival
Summer 08 brings headline-worthy
outdoor concerts back to Sea to Sky
By Lisa Richardson
It’s been a long intermission since Sea to Sky rocked out with music festivals
worth dropping everything for.
August 1969 saw Squamish’s Paradise Valley host the Vancouver Pop Festival, with acts such as Chicago, Little Richard, Alice Cooper, The Grateful Dead,
Canned Heat, The Guess Who, and The Rascals on the playbill. Weekend tickets
were $20 at the gate. Two decades later, Mount Currie’s Rodeo Grounds saw
16,000 people descend for the Stein Valley Voices for the Wilderness Festival,
a benefit concert that resulted ultimately in the protection of the Stein Valley
although locals threatened to barricade the road and sent the Festival packing off
to Tsawwassen in 1990.
Finally, we’re ready for the third act. While inflation might have bumped ticket
prices somewhere north of $20, the headliners are just as big.
The Pemberton Music Festival is the biggest gig and anchor in the coming
Summer of Sound. A three-day European-style festival featuring more than 40
acts, including Nine Inch Nails, Coldplay, Jay-Z, Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers,
The Tragically Hip, Death Cab for Cutie, Vampire Weekend, Metric, The Flaming
Lips and Interpol, the Pemberton Festival proves just how good the growing is in
the farm Valley, with more than 40,000 people expected to attend the inaugural
show.
While the Pemberton Festival is the live-music pinnacle, there are some fine
warm-up and cool-down acts planned all the way up the Sea to Sky corridor
kicking off with Aqualibrium at Squamish’s Waterfront, a solstice celebration of
short-sleeves, sunburn and sound-tripping, with three bands presented by the
homegrown Squamish Eco Rock Festival.
Brand-new for 2008, the Whistler Music Festival is set to debut July 19-20 with
the aim of creating a signature summer music festival for Whistler. The weekend
will feature a roster of artists belonging to "sophisticated music genres," with five
to six performances each day, for three days. Blackcomb’s Base 2 is the stage set
up to bring the hills to life. Confirmed acts include Elvis Costello and The Roots.
With August comes the return of Whistler’s Campground C Country Rock
Music Festival. Set for Saturday 23 from noon to 10 pm, the Whistler driving range
will transform into a hoedown of epic proportions, replete with mechanical bull,
Velcro wall for kids, and beer garden, with nine bands squashing a lot of value into
the $60 tickets. Featuring the Road Hammers, Trooper, Jason Blaine, Willie Mack,
Ridley Bent, Amber Nicholson, Graham Brown and the Prairie Dogs, Headwater
and the Hairfarmers, the line-up leverages producer Byron James’ network from
years of DJing on Canada’s number-one country music radio station.
On Sunday, September 15, Squamish’s Pavilion Park will be the destination for
200-300 riders at Rumble to the Rock II. Sponsored by the Harley Owners Group,
Trev Deeley Motorcycles and the Downtown Squamish BIA, Rumble to the Rock II
will feature the musical stylings of Bluesberry Jam as well as other surprises.
Rounding our summer, the Squamish Eco Rock Festival crew is at it again in
September, with an encore to last year’s Equinox concert on the waterfront, and
a chance to serve up another round of drinks at the straw-bale bar built to anchor
the beer garden and showcase alternative building methods.
It’s the Big Gig Revival Summer and with gas set to hit $1.50/litre, it’s the
perfect excuse to stay close to home, and check out Sea to Sky’s growing music
scene.
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Mini-Adventure

Lake Lovely

Water
By Feet Banks
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Ever attempt to haul a full-sized plastic
cooler packed with ice, beer, Jack Daniels
and beef jerky up a 5-kilometre trail with
over 1000 metres of elevation gain?
It totally blows.
So does going all summer without landing a fish (I’d hooked a couple
of nice ones but seemed unable to get them within ten feet of my float
tube). Luckily, early last September, my buddy Ian King had a solution to
both situations – Lake Lovely Water.
The crown jewel of the Tantalus range, Lake Lovely Water is glassclear, stocked with trout, and sits at 1138 metres, smack in the middle

all photos by mark gribbon. There's a reason they call it "Lovely."

of a true amphitheatre of awesomeness surrounded by hanging glaciers,
waterfalls, thick forest and no fewer than six peaks towering as high as
2575 metres (8450 feet).
You can hike in, but first you have to find a way across the Squamish
River (and arrange a pick-up on return) and then slog up a grueling 1000metre-steep 5-kilometre-plus climb – tough without a cooler, impossible with.
Kinger, a pilot with Whistler Air, suggested we fly in. I wasn’t about to argue.
We met at the floatplane docks in Green lake – myself, Kinger (on his
day off), longtime Whistler bartender turned surfer/land baron Greg Pondelicek, photographer/fisherman Mark Gribbon and our ace in the hole
– Dave Stratton, an old buddy who works for Whistler Fishing Guides
and gets upwards of 100 days a year on the water. My summer of fishing
may be salvaged yet.
Despite how many local summits you’ve already bagged, the flight
from Whistler to the southern end of the Tantalus Range totally changes
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ABOVE: Stellar hiking at the west end of the lake.Pick a fly, any fly.
BELOW: Pick a fly, any fly. Dave Stratton faces the toughest decision of the day.

the way you see the Sea to Sky corridor. We flew over sweeping glaciers
and hidden lakes ringed with private cabins and docks. Got new perspectives on the narrowness of Black Tusk, the jagged ridges of Mount
Fee, Table Mountain (the name kind of speaks for itself), Atwell, Garibaldi – these piles of rock are even more impressive from the sky. I also,
finally, got to see the Buddhist Monastery on Daisy Lake.
Before boarding the plane the quasi-hippie environmentalist in me (I
used to hacky-sack in college) felt a touch guilty about flying into a zone
we could realistically reach on foot, but once airborne such feelings quickly
dissipated. Call me an eco-terrorist, but flying is the only way to roll.
“I love the ever-changing views,” Kinger told us over the on-board
intercom system (everyone gets their own mic and headset). “Flying all
summer, I get to watch the snowline rise, the ice melt off the high lakes,
the crevasses start to open up, the bears make their way out of the
valley and up into the alpine, wildflowers popping out everywhere. I love
coming to work, every week is different.”
Lake Lovely Water is so high in the alpine the ice usually doesn’t
come off until mid-July. We touched down onto some of the clearest
water I’ve ever seen and taxied to the lake’s only sandy beach. Stratton
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and Gribbon, like children rushing out to recess, began to fish immediately.
Well, almost immediately. First we opened the cooler and celebrated
summer’s last hurrah in the epitome of scenery before bidding our pilot
Mike Quinn farewell and settling into a silent, warm and perfect summer
day. Whistler Air keeps an aluminum rowboat up there and we borrowed
another one from the Alpine Club of Canada, which maintains a topnotch alpine hut on the eastern end of the lake. Soon the tents were up,
the boats were beached and it was time for me to do some flyfishing.
To the uniformed, fishing in Lovely Water would seem easy, with
30-plus feet of visibility we could literally see the fish and cast right
at them. But, of course, they could see us too and any fish still alive
in September is a smart one. Gribbon and I struggled immensely for
an hour, getting the odd nibble here and there, until suddenly I felt a
veritable monster take my fly. I hollered with glee, and lost the fish three
seconds later. It was the last strike I’d get all trip. Stratton caught and
released seven fish, 11- to 17-inchers, and let me pose with one. I felt
like a tourist but whatever, it was nice to be near an actual fish.
We fished from shore, we fished from the boats and found a few
nice holes in the western bays, where the shore is so steep waterfalls
pour into the lake and you only get sun a few hours a day. Here you can
beach the boat and hike through wildflowers to a plateau tucked beneath
a massive glacier under Ionia Peak. The hiking at Lovely Water ranges
from really good to full-on mountaineer-style-fantastic, though none of it is
especially easy.
That night was clear, warm, and (towards the end) loud and probably
not as funny as it seemed at the time (the cooler was depleting). In the
morning we feasted on Montreal smoked meat and egg sandwiches (English muffins of course) and spent the day in the sun, fishing, napping,
boating and taking things as slowly as possible. Lake Lovely Water is one
of those places that impresses instantly but you still never want to leave.
Late in the afternoon Whistler Air’s 12-passenger, 750 HP Turbine
Otter detoured from its scheduled Vancouver-Whistler flight and dropped
in to pick us up. I put my feet up on the cooler, stared out the window as
we shot off the end of the lake and over the Squamish Valley and closed
the lid on another successful summer of fishing, despite getting skunked.

99

$

sEA tO sKY
REsiDENts*
suMMER sPEciAl

$99 sPEctAculAR glAciER tOuRs

© Ian King

$99 ONE WAY Flights DAilY
BEtWEEN WhistlER & VANcOuVER
Departing Whistler at 8 am or
Departing from Vancouver at 6:30 pm

The glory shot. Stratton and Feet.

Getting there

* Sea to Sky Residents must present a valid BC Driver’s Licence with
a Squamish, Whistler, or Pemberton address.
Valid from June 1 - Sept. 30 2008. Some restrictions may apply.

The topo map for Lake Lovely Water is Cheakamus River 92
G/14.
Note: Always check current B.C. fishing regulations before fishing a new lake.
Whistler Air can drop you off at Lake Lovely Water for 99 bucks
a person based on five passengers. They’ll pick you up too but that
costs another 99 bucks each. Fly-in camping/hiking/fishing/or marriage proposing is cheaper than you’d think. Call 604.932.6615 for
details or check whistlerair.ca
If you’re like me and can’t be counted on to land a fish you can
reach my buddy Stratton at Whistler Fishing Guides at whistlerfishingguides.ca or direct at 604.935.9350.
Although we slept on a southern shore beach (some of us just
sleeping wherever we fell over) the Alpine Club of Canada maintains
a locked hut up there that is really kick-ass, sleeps 20, and has a
couple rowboats and a canoe. To book the cabin call The Alpine
Club of Canada’s Ron Royston at 604.687.2711 or hit accvancouver.ca/huts.htm
If you don’t want to bring a plastic cooler you can hike in but you
need to arrange a way across the river and a pick-up. The best, and
most fun, way is in a jet boat. Contact Jay Wildman at Squamish
River Jet at 604.815.9647 or info@squamishriverjet.com
You can get the park rules and map handout from BC Parks
Squamish office (604.898.3678). There may be some Native land
issues around the dirt road that gets to the trailhead so call the
Parks office and double check. As well, fires are allowed only in the
woodstove inside the hut so toss a stove in next to your cooler and
enjoy the “hike.”

$99 FlY-iN cAMPiNg, hiKiNg, & FishiNg
(one way price based on groups of 5 or 8)
© Ian King

1-888-806-2299

WhistlerAir.ca
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goggle tan is not a
status symbol

this public service announcment has been brought to you by
#108-4369 main st. whistler 604-905-4422

gog*gle [ informal eyeglasses ] tan* [ brown shade developed by pale skinned people after exposure to the sun ]
goggle tan = no friends
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An Eye For a Lin

Text and photos by Brian Finestone

To the average passer-by it looks like a concrete ditch covered in
spray paint and graffiti, some of which is good and some, not so much.
To a skateboarder under the age of 20 it looks like a ho-hum relic of
skateboard history that would be fun if you stumbled onto it abandoned in
a field somewhere. But to a skater with a few more calendars piled up behind him (or her), Whistler's skate bowl is the place to get your flow on.
The untrained eye sees little more than the hips of the snake run which
spill into the final 8-foot bowl adjacent to Fitz Creek. To more seasoned
veterans who’ve been shown the way, Speed Line, Gravitron, Slayer and
Bong Hit conjure up the rush a skater gets when pumping the stunt wood
through g-force-inducing corners and battling gravity.
In the early nineties skaters pushed off at the top of the snake run

The forefathers of skateboarding in Whistler
had an eye for a line and linked together
different entry points and exits to form the
flowing runs that are standards today.
following the lines of Whistler locals like Chris Brown, Marc Morriset,
Kevin Young and Trevor Peterson. They pumped the corners down the
line before dropping into the bowl, gained more speed through centrifugal
force and launched out with enough momentum to pump the rollers back
uphill to the top of the in-run, effectively creating the Speedline.
"We had been skating the older Vancouver bowls for a while," recalls
early bowl rider Kevin Sansalone. "The big difference was that Whistler
was so new and smooth compared to the older, city parks like Seylynn."
A spoken-word culture, skateboarding has an oral tradition where
the specific lines are passed down from generation to generation. The
forefathers of skateboarding in Whistler had an eye for a line and linked
together different entry points and exits to form the flowing runs that are

standards today. Sansalone
has been skating since the
eighties boom and recalls
learning the Whistler lines and
sharing them with newcomers.
"I most likely skated with guys
like [Whistler skiing legend]
Trevor Peterson back then but
I didn't know who he was,
now I skate with his kid, Kye,
all the time."
The originators are mostly
gone now and no credit was
ever given to them for their vision but the Whistler bowl lines
live on, passed along to each
generation of bowl rollers.
Gravitron is another committing line where skaters roll
directly into the bowl from an
elevated rollout deck behind a
cement block, instantly firing
Kai Peterson boosting as Kevin Sansalone
around the centrifuge and up
(seated) looks on.
the snake-run hips against gravity and logic. Bong Hit and Slayer are both lines that involve rolling in to
the snake run to gain speed and launching out at points where the banks
are graffitied with tributes to lines’ namesakes.
It seems each generation builds on top of the foundation that was
formed by its predecessors and Sansalone has witnessed the progression firsthand. "I've definitely seen the local kids grow up at the park
and I skate with them all the time now. Some of them rip it up and kill the
speedlines." With the third generation of Whistler skaters starting to roll, it
will be interesting to see how they top the efforts of their forefathers.

Biking

Inca

ROADS

by Leslie Anthony :: photos Paul Morrison
FILM SET • Peru. Crest of the Andes. Glaciers.
Volcanoes. Source of the Amazon. Dense jungle. Part-owner of the highest, driest desert in
the world. And home of the Inca, an ancient but
advanced civilization. How advanced? Besides
architectural, agricultural and technological
wonders they built 50,000 kilometres of trails
through the world’s second-highest mountain
range. Thirty grand are still in use, most perfect
for mountain biking. That advanced.

ROLE CALL • October, 2007. Staging out of
Lima for a few days before heading to Cusco,
seat of the Inca empire. It’s the usual mix of
personalities: Freeriders Robbie Borden and
Richie Schley, youngster and veteran, the two
shortest guys in mountain biking; Corey Horton
from Ride Guide and Whistler-based photog
Paul Morrison; trip leader and Sacred Rides
founder, Mike Brcic, chimera of downtown Toronto and B.C. mountain culture—dirtbag with
an attitude; local guide Wayo, former South
American downhill champ whose attitude is a
very Canadian “Give ’er.”
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Facilities of:

PHYSICAL THERAPY
MASSAGE THERAPY
Braces Splints
Orthotics
No referral necessary
Travel Insurance Coverage
BC Med - ICBC - WCB

WHISTLER
339-4370 Lorimer Rd
(604) 932.4001
202-2011 Innsbruck Dr
(604) 938.9001
205-4433 Sundial Pl
(604) 932.4203
SQUAMISH
40383 Tantalus Way
Garibaldi Highlands
(604)898.1009
www.whistlerphysio.com
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ROAD HAZARD • It starts with Olleros, a 1,600-metre descent to the ocean outside Lima. The
four-hour drive up is on a road so narrow Borden sits on the bus roof in case it goes over a cliff.
“What if a vehicle comes the other way?” “Don’t worry, it only happens once a week.” The bike
trails are safer—because you are in control. At the top, shepherds and their herds dot a rugged
desert mountainscape, ridges stacked on hazy ridges running all the way to the sea. They descend
through a village where cows and kids wander before dropping 1,300 metres of buff, Utah-style
singletrack to the valley floor, followed by 35 km of gradual downhill to ocean level. It’s dark when
the ride ends unceremoniously in a smoky garbage dump, but no one is complaining.

TOURIST TRAP • The hotel in Cusco is next to a cathedral the Spanish
layered over the foundation of an Inca temple. Part of the hotel, in fact, is
an Incan wall of stones improbably aligned and fitted with such perfection
that you can’t pass air between them. Chariots of the Gods? As in most
of Peru, Cusco’s food takes you by surprise. A variety of good restaurants fill the tourist capital; Whistler-style dining for a quarter of the price
with excellent South American wines included. An Argentine steakhouse
is outstanding—huge slabs of meat, quaint little dining room, a wandering
pan-flute band piping haunting Andean music. Magic.

TRAIL MIX • The 12,000,000-strong Inca empire laced trails through agricultural terracing that
soared thousands of metres into the mountains. That was only 500 years ago, and the paths have
been well-preserved by animals and people still plying them. Some rides are cultural journeys on
unblemished singletrack, others as artificial as a day in Squamish or Whistler with stunts, berms,
bridges, doubles and hips. Somehow, the Inca bequeathed bike culture to the Andes. Ladder
bridges at Yuncaypata are old, scary spans of rickety wood wired together; the pros rode with
panache while the rest hold on for dear life—much like the impoverished people and the few plants
and trees clinging to the dry, barren landscape.
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STAYING HIGH • Schley has altitude sickness after shuttling up to about
4,500 metres, so the crew stops at a coca shop to buy some leaves and
a carbon “activator” of anthracite coal. Chewing this mess helps with
the altitude sickness and provides a mood lift on the order of a four-coffee buzz. Needless to say, riders’ cheeks now bulge with a wad for most
of the trip. Other than altitude and crazy roads, the biggest hazard is
the swarm of llama fleas at Machu Picchu. You are eaten alive walking
around there, proof you’re better off on a bike.

GETTING HIGH • At Marcahuasi there’s a drive to 3,000 metres, then
a 1,000-metre climb on horseback while porters push the heavy bikes
up. Out of Cusco there’s a ride from Ollantaytambo, staging area for the
hike to Machu Picchu; it takes you to the Maras Salt Mine. It has been
worked for thousands of years, the salt continually replenished as it’s
washed out of the mountains into settling ponds. Rolling into it there’s a
booter four-metres high. But the cross-wind is so bad it’s too dangerous
to hit—heartbreaking because it’s a great shot. At least they have a laugh
when the miners get pissed at Wayo falling into one of their ponds…
guess you had to be there.

RESPONSIBLE RIDING • Sacred Rides (sacredrides.com) was started
by Brcic in Fernie, B.C.. From opening eyes to the sanctity of landscape,
to donating bikes to those in need (bikeswithoutborders.org). For 12
years Sacred Rides has offered small-group trips in B.C., Peru and Chile,
with a focus on Responsible Riding. That sounds pretty advanced, too.
How advanced? Responsible Rinding believes that bikes matter; that
tourism should be based on creating and sustaining strong, vibrant communities; that biking, environmentalism and responsible travel go hand in
hand; that you can make a difference by limiting the environmental and
cultural impact of your activities, making sure your operations benefit
local inhabitants, diverting a portion of revenue to local development and
sustainability. That advanced.
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We salute Melissa Craig— Executive Chef
at the Bearfoot Bistro—on being crowned
Canada’s Best Chef at the Gold Medal Plates’
Canadian Culinary Championships. Melissa is
instrumental in creating our renowned “blend
of west coast and international ingredients,
immaculate presentation and simple yet
passionate artistry.”

celebrate with canada’s best chef
celebrate food celebrate wine celebrate life
4121 Village Green, Whistler, Canada
(adjacent to Listel Whistler Hotel)

877-932-3433 604-932-3433
www.bearfootbistro.com
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The Stone Collectors
By Feet Banks

There’s a certain adventurous charm that
goes with the idea of traveling India by bus,
train, and foot, seeking the source of Nepalese
turquoise. But traveling back, luggage bulging,
and having Calcutta airport security pull scrap
metal, wire, rope, sharpened three-inch pendants, three complete snake spinal skeletons
and 150 cow horns out of your carry-on luggage sounds more than a bit nerve-wracking.
“Snakes and cows are sacred in India,”
says Mohawked designer Dustin Blanche. “So
we weren’t sure what was gonna happen.”
What did happen was his twin brother
Beau (also Mohawked, but inversely) ended up
holding a (cow) leather skirt to his waist and a
skimpy leather bikini top around his neck (both
garments were in his carry-on bag, tucked
under the jagged, fist-sized rocks).
“I was sweating, for sure,” Beau admits. “I
kept trying to shake hands with the chief security lady and slip her some baksheesh, – bribe
money – but it’s not cool there to even touch a
woman you’re not married to, let alone shake
her hand. I had to drape myself in the skirt and
bikini top and tell her, ‘Look, I know it might
not make sense to you, but we are just slightly
crazy foreign people who make crazy stuff out
of crazy materials. I have no interest in using
any of these things to hold up the plane. I am
not a terrorist, I give you my word.’”
It worked. They were allowed to walk onto
the plane with 20 kilograms of what had taken
two months of scouring crowded markets and
establishing oblique connections to gather.
Their checked luggage contained the machetes,
hammers and dangerous tools, another 40
kg. “Honestly I think the huge line-up we were
causing made the lady even more nervous than
the fact that we might be able to commandeer

the flight,” Beau says. “But at the end of the
day, common sense wins. Something that would
never happen in a Western country.”
Dustin and Beau Blanche (27) are jewelry
and fashion designers – if fashion encompasses (and I think it does) gnarly, bad-ass,
leather scrap-work clothing and accessories
that look like exactly what you would choose if
you were headed out for a day of hunting jungle
boar with spears, or a night in the Whistler
clubs. The twins spend their winters traversing
South-East Asia, Indiana-Jonesing their way out
of situations like the Calcutta Airport one, and
gathering supplies.
Dust & Beau (D&B) is their high-fashion
jewelry line of precious and semi-precious
stones and metals. They’ve found success with
D&B, but the brothers, who keep a studio in
Bali, Indonesia prefer to design crazy jungle
belts, pouched shoulder packs, cuffs, wallets

and who-knows-what-else out of exotic skins,
stingray leather, animal bones, stones, gems
and anything else interesting. These types of
garments and accessories fall under the aptly
named “Jungle Tribe” line.
“Lots of the stuff we make,” Dustin says,
“stuff that really excites us, nobody else wants.
So even after we’ve messed around with different things, failed, tried again, figured out how
to properly mold the leather or whatever, sometimes we still end up with something that me,
Beau, and maybe two other people on earth
will ever like. It’s a time-consuming process to
create good products and that’s why we have to
live over here in Asia, you just couldn’t do this
back home.”
“In Canada,” Beau elaborates, “if you take a
month or two off to start a new project or idea,
or a new business, there’s no help for you.
You’re bleeding money all over the place – rent,
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“They don’t know that over
here, Stingray is food, so
when we explain how and
where we got it, people
usually don’t get upset.”

bills, food - you can’t just drop your job and
diversify, or follow an idea without going into
debt. Here, it’s cheaper to live and materials
are more accessible. Some of the stuff you find
here you cannot get anywhere else. We have
more creative freedom because we can afford
it. Plus, the weather.”
And I admit, sitting in their second-floor
open-air Balinese work studio, wearing shorts
in late January, it’s not hard to consider ditching the snow shovels and Sorels for a few
winters. The twins have journeyed to India,
Nepal, Laos, Vietnam, Malaysia, Cambodia,
Indo, Thailand, and the Philippines but they
still spend their summers in Squamish, (or
Whistler, depending on the rent prices) although traveling BC with the Jungle Tribe and
D&B lines – promotion and sales – eats into a
lot of their home time.
Dustin interrupts my examination of one of
the infamous snake skeletons and shoves a pile
of rocks at me. “If you look at most stones, like,
say, an onyx,” he explains, selecting a rock so
polished and dark its depths could hide any secret, “It’s nice but every single one kinda looks
the same. But turquoise, every one is different.”
He points out a veined blue piece set into the
imposingly broad black leather cuff on his wrist.
“This one kind of looks like light reflecting on
the bottom of a swimming pool.” He scoops another stone out of the pile. “This one looks like
something in outer space, some cosmos. We
like turquoise because every piece is unique, so
you can search for the perfect stone.”
While the hunt for stones is exciting, the

twins don’t hide the fact that lately, they’re
more into working with leather and bone and
creating more masculine designs. “Designing
jewelry for women is still our largest market,”
Beau explains. “ And we do enjoy making highfashion pieces, but now we’re merging the two
mediums – the D&B line is incorporating more
leather. We’re crossing over and people are
digging it.”
“People are intrigued by the weird shit we
make,” says Dustin. “They’ve never felt stingray
skin before so it’s interesting to them. They
don’t know that over here, Stingray is food,
so when we explain how and where we got it,
people usually don’t get upset.” Not that too
many people are going to get aggressive with
a pair of 6’4” giants with Mohawks, athlete
physiques and four or five years of machetewielding jungle experience behind them.
“We do get a lot of hippies coming to our
booths at an event and saying, ‘Wow this stone
has good energy !’” says Beau. “And I hate to
admit it, but they’re right. We get raw stones
and hand cut and polish them with a professional dude who is as into the process as we are,
not worker number 467 in a factory in China.”
That’s one advantage of hunting through
the jungle for materials, skilled craftsmen, and
the next good idea – integrity and adventure
in your work. By any means necessary, even
if you have to toss on a leather bikini now and
then.
jungletribe.net (if the site is down try junglistictribalism@hotmail.com or look for two identical
dudes with Mohawks.)
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6OTED NUMBER /NE BIKE SHOP IN
7HISTLER TWO YEARS RUNNING
Fanatyk Co Ski & CyCle
www.fanatykco.com
#6-4433 Sundial Place, Whistler B.C.
604-938-9455
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Artist

Dave Petko
By Ace Mackay-Smith
Dave “Pepe” Petko has been in Whistler for 13 years but you’ve
probably never seen his work in any of the Village galleries. This is
not a reflection of his talent, but of the type of art that seems to sell
in Whistler – big landscapes to fill big walls.
There’s nothing wrong with beautiful landscape paintings but Pepe
does find it interesting “that people will hang a painting of Whistler
Mountain on their wall when the real thing is right outside the door.”
If you’ve seen Pepe’s work,
you’ve either been to Evolution
Bike Shop, gotten a tattoo, or
attended a Blind Mute art show/
party in a back-alley, auto-repair
garage in Function Junction,
Whistler’s industrial park. Pepe
co-created Blind Mute Productions “to give a home to showcase the real undiscovered talent
in the valley. There is an unreal
amount.” The multi-artist shows are
often themed and occur every few
months. To Pepe the shows are just
a beginning, a stepping-stone for all
local artists.
“I hope one day the corporate heads
involved in ski and snowboard
graphics will wake up and commission and pay well for local artists to
design topsheets and whatnot.”
Which makes sense considering these local artists are living in ski
towns and completely in touch with what’s going on here. For example,
skull imagery has become the iconic sixties smiley face of this era’s
culture. Pepe, who actually collects animal skulls, was ahead of the trend
and has been making his “Skullboy” stickers since 1997 while working
in Function Junction’s legendary sticker/silkscreen/print shop Toad Hall
Studios. Like many pioneers, Pepe (and his skulls) has been overlooked,
but not entirely.

Pepe’s paintings are full of
rich colours and dark
imagery reminiscent of the
cartoons and horror movies he
watched as a child.

At one of the early Toad Hall art shows, the original owner of
Black Ohm Tattoos asked Pepe to be her apprentice. Initially he
refused, but has now been tattooing for eight years or so – he’s partial to black and grey tones and skulls are his specialty, of course.
Alternatively, Pepe’s paintings are full of rich colours and dark
imagery reminiscent of the cartoons and horror movies he watched
as a child. To be specific, the toons were Loonie and the horror was
old and British, wherein they’d suck bones out of cattle and such.
These contradictory influences mesh to make
his work so intriguing and delicious. “It’s whimsically dark,” elaborates fellow Toad Hall alumni
Stu MacKay-Smith. “Pepe’s graduated blending
technique, which seems to have evolved out of his
many years of screen printing stickers, creates a
rare three-dimensional depth usually only found in
more conventional soft blending techniques.”
As a child, Pepe got into his Mom’s oil pastels
in between playing Lego and watching Sesame
Street. Mrs. Petko had put her own art on the
backburner, like so many housewives, but was very
supportive of Pepe’s dabbling – even when, at age
three, he painted the neighbour’s car bright yellow
with house paint.
As a kid, Pepe hung out by himself most of the time
or with the family dog. As an adult, not much has changed. The artist
fills his free time hanging with his dog, mountain biking, swimming in the
lakes, gardening, and picking wild mushrooms. “I really dig the changing
seasons here,” he says. “I like what the forests have to offer … I don’t dig
the drones of people that hang outside in the warmer months. I like the
winter and rainy days where I can be out and not run into many people.”
To run into Pepe or his art, and the art of many talented locals, catch
the next Blind Mute Production at a gallery near Function Junction. Also
check out davepetko.com or blindmuteproductions.com for updates on
what’s happening in the Whistler art scene – the one you won’t catch in the
conventional galleries.
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A community
united by the
desire to align
itself with
the spirit of
its natural
surroundings.
Since 2001.

A Zen-modern studio
with showers, lounge and
small retail boutique, offering
public and private classes to all levels
photo: ©Dagan Beach

7 days a week.

604.935.9642
neoalpineyoga.ca
suite 9a - 1005 Alpha Lake Rd.

(behind Home Hardware in Function Junction)
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OFFERING:
Hot Yoga Fusion
Hot Flow
Bikram
Power Vinyasa Flow
Yin Restorative
Mastery Meditation
Teacher Trainings
Workshops
stay inspired.

Wellness

Reiki
Text and photos by Dave Smith
Do yoga, drink wheatgrass, talk about
emotions with my common-law spouse – all in
a day’s work for a soft-ass twenty-first century
guy like myself. The modern-day East-meetsWest world has offered up a smorgasbord of
self-improvement and spiritually awakening
practices to choose from. Problem is, sometimes
it takes days for my feminine and masculine
sides to agree on one. Fortunately for the yin
and the yang there is reiki (pronounced ray-kee),
the “duct tape” of alternative therapies and
another wellness sensation sweeping the nation.
Reiki is an energetic therapy that helps the
body correct itself by inducing a hyper-relaxed
state and flooding in “universal” energy. Practitioners channel this energy, most by placing
hands on the client (although some keep their
hands a few centimetres from the body). Sound
“out there”? Remember, Yoda lifted Luke’s XWing out of the Dagobah swamps with a similar
technique – no ropes, no pulleys.
I chatted with local reiki practitioner Krista
Hoffs and she offered up this explanation: “So
let’s start with the understanding that the body,
like all matter, is made up of vibrating particles
of energy. Where there is physical trauma or
emotional imbalance there will be energetic
disruption. Reiki works to remove disruptions
by increasing energy flow to these areas. A
client’s experience is unique depending where
the body is at: some cry, some laugh, some have
physical sensations, others experience meditative

relaxation. Reiki opens you up to the universal
energies that are all around us, all the time.”
As a certified practitioner, Hoffs has moved
through the reiki 1, 2 and master-level certifications – a process which took about six years.
“ The master level takes a while to get to, and
involves mentoring and a final evaluation, but it
is what enables one to teach others and register

been lasting and significant.”
It all still sounded a bit “out there” so I
decided to give the ol’ reiki a shot. I hit the
table, the scent of essential oils and the sounds
of flutes titillating my senses. Soon it was
game-on for a full out of body experience. I was
floating, flashes of warmth, “releases” in areas
of old injury, bursts of insight and clarity. I liken

Chakras outta whack? Got pushed down some
steps by a bouncer? X-Wing spaceship trapped
in the mud? Try reiki.
with a governing body. Reiki is something everyone can do, however like anything, it is important
to build a strong foundation and learn from
those with more experience.” Hoffs herself has
studied with teachers in Canada and Australia,
adding that reiki is a worldwide practice.
And the good news is, even those who have
never had alien encounters and don’t look great
in crystals will benefit from reiki. “I see everyone
from pro snowboarders healing injuries and
improving their focus to stressed-out lawyers,”
says Hoffs. “People looking for direction, overworked moms … all walks of life.”
One client I spoke to sought reiki to help
with clinical depression. “I thought it would be
like massage but it was more of an emotional/
spiritual experience. Honestly, I felt like I was
lifted off this planet. I had great clarity and knew
everything was going to be OK. The effects have

it to the time I got too much laughing gas at the
dentist when I was nine, but with more Zen.
Krista moved through all areas of the body
using subtle hand placements and after sixty
minutes I left with the heart-rate of an inebriated sloth, confident nothing short of an apocalypse could stress me out. Physically my body
felt supple like a bowl of delicious Jell-O – soy
Jell-O. Bandhas singing in sweet harmony, third
eye shooting like a laser beam. Truth be told, I
was soothed for days.
So no matter what your problem is
– chakras outta whack? Got pushed down
some steps by a bouncer? X-Wing spaceship
trapped in the mud? Try reiki. It really works …
your aura will thank you. Even if you’re not sure
if you have one.
Krista Hoffs can be reached at
604.698.5404 or kristajane.com
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By Cooper Saver
By mid-May, many Whistler visitors have left and “slow” season is
well underway. But for some of us, this is our favourite time of year. It’s
becoming the norm to see kids in a world-class ski resort looking forward
to the side-attraction of mountain biking in the summer.
“The best thing is a sunny day in the bike park with all of your
friends,” says 17-year-old Kyle McDonald, an up-and-coming pro mountain biker who was born and raised in Whistler. For Kyle, his hometown
is his favorite place to ride. “My mom just bought me an old Kona and I
was hooked! I started riding the park because I was into motocross at the
time, and it was way easier to hit the mountains than the racetrack,” Kyle
explains. “The best part about living here is obviously the bike park and
all of the festivals. I wouldn’t be into this [biking] if it wasn’t for the park.”
With sponsors such as Rocky Mountain, Summit, and Nike 6.0 among
a handful of others, Kyle is shredding his way to the top. For him, “It just
happened when I was having so much fun with it.” Sponsors started falling
into place after one of his major accomplishments – when he unexpectedly
qualified for Crankworx in ’06 (and tossed his first backflip on dirt). During
last year’s Crankworx, Kyle competed before one of his biggest crowds
ever. “It’s so cool to see that many people watching a mountain bike competition,” he says. “It just shows how much the sport is progressing.”
The fearless young slopestyler and dirt jumper says that it feels
“fantabulous” to have thousands of people cheering you on. And it isn’t as
unbearably intense on the slopestyle course as you might think. Kyle says,
“It’s a great vibe, everyone is good friends, it’s all about having fun.”
As much as Kyle loves riding at home, travel is a big part of mountain
biking. “My biggest trip was last summer when I went to Europe for two
weeks.” Kyle says he plans on going back this summer although he already has a tight schedule of competitions including Crankworx Colorado
and the Bearclaw Invitational. “I’ve never been to Crankworx Colorado, so
I’m excited to see how it compares to home.”
When Kyle is home, he’s just like the other kids. His downtime is a mix
of sleeping and hanging at the beach. Balancing high school and biking
is “a real challenge,” he admits. “I say riding, but mom says school.” As
for the future, Kyle looks forward to more traveling, getting out of school,
riding everyday and just “killin’ it!” When asked if this is where he wants
to be, Kyle answers with: “For sure, I wouldn’t want to be doing anything
else.” What about the future? “Hopefully I’ll still be riding,” Kyle says.
“Having tons of fun and placing well.”
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WHISTLER & PEMBERTON’S
BIKE HEADQUARTERS

Rentals
Sales
Service
Trail Maps
Pemberton
1392 Portage Rd
(beside The Pony
Expresso)
604-894-6625

Whistler
#101- 4205 Village
Square (village
entrance/taxi loop)
604-938-9511

BIKECOWHISTLER.COM
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Key Gear

Summer Reading
Reading is awesome because it’s almost the same as doing nothing at
all except it makes you smarter and is socially respected. Of course the
lazy days of summer are the perfect time to kick back with a good book
(or six) and since nobody knows books like a librarian, Mountain Life hit
up the new Whistler Public Library to see what they recommend for those
long afternoons in the hammock. Librarian Nadine White says, “it isn’t
just our new building that is eco-friendly, but also our collection.” She
recommends a few titles from green financial advice to green fiction and
then I tossed in a couple of extra suggestions of my own.
–Feet Banks
photo by Kristen dillon

Going Green at the Library
All Over Creation
by Ruth Ozeki
All Over Creation is a quirky novel that will have
you hooked until the last page. Full of unexpected plot twists, Ozeki’s story begins with one
woman’s homecoming and expands effortlessly
to tackle the big issues of agribusiness and bioengineered food. The brilliantly drawn characters and originality make this a book that will live
on in your thoughts long after you have finished
reading. Don’t despair – for more fiction with a
social conscience, try Ruth Ozeki’s first novel
My Year of Meats.
Living Like Ed: A Guide to the EcoFriendly Life by Ed Begley, Jr.
Building on the success of his TV show, Living with Ed, actor and environmentalist Ed
Begley, Jr. provides witty advice and first-hand
experience on how to green your life. Broken
down into six practical categories, Living like
Ed outlines easy, not-so-big, and big changes
that you can make to help the environment
while simplifying your life, cutting back on your
energy consumption, and saving money.

Feet's picks
Whistler Mountain Biking
By Brian Finestone and Kevin Hodder
Of course we’re plugging Mountain Life
contributor Brian Finestone’s third guide book
because we like him, but that doesn’t mean this
mountain bike trail guide isn’t the bee’s knees.
It totally is. Covering 150 of the area’s best biking trails – from XC singletrack to dirt jumps to
the Whistler Bike Park routes – this full-colour
guide has detailed descriptions, elevation profiles, custom mapping and killer landmark and
action photos. If you bike, you need this book.
Simple as that.
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Go Green, Live Rich: 50 Simple Ways to
Save the Earth and Get Rich Trying
by David Bach with Hilary Rosner
Bestselling author and financial expert David
Bach (Automatic Millionaire) puts to rest the
myth that going green is a luxury few can
afford. In Go Green, Live Rich Bach uses 50
simple tips to demonstrate that eco-values
can fit within any budget by paving the road to
financial freedom as you spend less and save
more. Check out the “go green action steps”,
which make it exceptionally easy to put Bach’s
tips into practice.
Fresh: Seasonal Recipes Made with
Local Ingredients
by John Bishop and Dennis Green
Fresh brings together more than 90 awardwinning recipes from the Vancouver kitchen of
Bishop’s Restaurant. Focusing on where ingredients come from, how they are harvested, and
who nurtures them as they grow, each recipe
highlights how to utilize the seasonal bounty of
the Pacific Northwest. To learn more about the
environmental impact of eating locally, add the
100-Mile Diet by Alisa Smith and J.B. MacKinnon to your summer reading list.
Smile When You’re Lying
By Chuck Thompson
Subtitled “Confessions of a Rogue Travel
Writer”, this book is perfect for anyone sick
of reading travel articles about “delicious”
landscapes, “hip and happening” urban centres
and that “bewitching blend of the ancient and
the modern.” Thompson, with over a decade
of travel writing/editing experience, blows the
whistle on the travel literature industry, claiming
it’s mostly clichéd garbage heavily influenced
by the advertising dollars of airlines, resorts,
and tourism boards. Great real-travel anecdotes
and scathing rants on the industry make this
a fun read for any world traveler (or editor of a
tourism-based magazine…).

Transportation • Adventure • Discovery

BlackcomB Helicopters
Whistler • Squamish • Vancouver • Sechelt

604-938-1700 • 800-330-4354

www.blackcombhelicopters.com • info@blackcombhelicopters.com
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Local Picks
HOME. A most exclusive clothing brand, often imitated never duplicated.
Makers of limited edition streetwear, leather goods and an amazing
collection of headwear since 1998. Rare and unique, Home stays true
to its roots making products for the "individualist". Home has a huge
celebrity following, as well as some of the best snowboarders in the
world. Now celebrating it's ten year anniversary "the year of the GwaiLo". With offices in Whistler, B.C. and Fribourg, Switzerland and a keen
eye on bespoke style, the future looks very bright for Home indeed. "You
don't know what's on the other side until you open the door". Available
at select retailers such as The Circle in Whistler and Fred Segal in Los
Angeles. Visit homeclothing.com

GIANT GLORY 0
Designed to tackle the outer limits of off-road terrain, the 8-inch
travel Glory features an ALUXX SL frameset, Onepointfive headset
cups and freeride-specific geometry for supreme confidence in
the roughest conditions.

Arc'teryx Harness
Arc'teryx WARP strength technology equally distributes pressure from edge to
edge with minimal bulk. With four reversible injection-molded gear loops, integrated wear safety markers, hot forged self-locking buckles and ultra-breathable
materials, the R·320 harness is our high performance jack-of-all-trades, deftly able
to switch between trad climbing and sport. All this for only 320 grams. Available at
Escape Route in Whistler's Marketplace, 1-888-898-3277 or escaperoute.ca

WATERPRO MERCED
For women who want a sandal with wildwater hold-down
without bulk, along with quick conversion to a slide. Molded stability posts
anchor a clip-closed instep strap and a double removable closure at the heel.
Quick-tug adjustable straps secure the forefoot. The full range of Merrell sandal
technology—from Deep Dish™ footbed to Air Cushion® and protective forefoot flex
plate are on board.
Tripper by Clipper Canoes
Versatile, fast, stable, and comfortable. The Tripper was first introduced in the spring of 1983. In its first year of production, the
Tripper became Clipper's most popular model and has remained
the number one canoe of choice for paddlers in the Northwest.
Available at Valhalla Pure.604-892-9092 or squamishgear.com

COLUMBIA
Description: Grindstone Ridge-TM7192. Get out
and stay out with a shirt that offers protection from
the sun. Columbia Sportswear's premier product
line, Titanium, offers the Men' Grindstone Ridge™
shirt with a UV protection factor of 40, it offers
excellent protection from the sun so you can.
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Sightseeing & Instructional Glider Flights
Flights range from a 15 minute gentle glide
to a 50 minute spectacular glacier flight or
a thrilling aerobatic flight! Come out and
experience flight on silent wings!
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HBMMFSZGFBUVSJOHPSJHJOBMXPSLT
.FFUUIFBS UJTUEBJMZ

Open daily
Located at the Pemberton Airport
1 800 831 2611 or 604 894 5727
www.pembertonsoaring.com
email: info@pembertonsoaring.com
Photography by www.insightphotography.com
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Squamish... Something for Everyone
Squamish properties currently range from a $300,000
1 bedroom condo to a $10 million estate. This diverse
real estate market offers something for everyone!

38062 6th Ave $399,000

2624 Rhum and Eigg $809,000

1001 Ash Place $729,000

38800 Newport $499,000

76-1821 Willow Cr. $379,000

41768 Government $499,000

RE/MAX Sea to Sky Real Estate Squamish Ltd. Box 740, Cleveland Avenue, Squamish, BC V8B 0A6

Simon@SimonHudsonHomes.com l ThinkSquamish.com l 1.800.617.5511 x 6833 l Fax 604.892.5496 l Direct 604.815.6833
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Mountain Home

Little is the New Big
Is micro-architecture
one of the answers
to Whistler’s housing
crisis?
By Feet Banks
Little is the new big and green is the
new black. As the age of excess winds
down people everywhere are looking to
minimize their ecological footprint and
maybe save our planet from slipping into
chaos.
Kelvin Humenny and the Studio 1.0
“Everyone knows how good it feels
to get rid of things you don't need,” says Kelvin Humenny, owner of
inHabit Modern Dwellings, a new company that designs and builds compact space-saving homes and outbuildings. “If you can hone your living
down to only the things you need, it can be liberating.”
Humenny grew up on a lakefront in Saskatchewan and moved to Vancouver in 1989 where he worked in architecture, construction, furniture
design, and as an art director for feature films.
An avid snowboarder, biker, surfer and kiteboarder, Humenny quit the
movie business in 2007 and decided to make a change. “I’ve always had
a real interest in micro-architecture,” he says, “so I combined that with
my building and design experience and this was the result.”
From the 100-square-foot studio all the way up to the one-bedroom
500-square-foot dwelling, inHabit buildings are designed for modern
living. “You instantly have a smaller ecological footprint,” Humenny explains. “Less heat, less electricity, less materials, and you buy less stuff
because you have less excess space, so less consumerism.” Truth is,
we don’t need as much space as we’re used to, as flatscreens and iPods
replace TV cabinets and record collections. “Having less interior space

also means you are likely going to spend more time outside,” Humenny
points out, “which will probably make you healthier and happier.”
Outdoorsy types have been inHabit’s first wave of customers – people
looking for everything from backyard studios to off-the-grid wilderness
homes – but Kelvin Humenny may just have come up with a way to fight
Whistler’s never-ending housing crisis.
“The baseKamp 2.0 [the 200-square-footer pictured below ] was
based on the needs of the typical outdoor fanatic who might live in a van
surrounded by all their beloved gear, since most of their time is spent
outdoors,” Humenny explains. “Minimalist living with secure storage for
the few important possessions – skis, boards, bikes, kayaks, and climbing gear.” The home includes a built-in, foldaway bed, a closet, and an
RV-sized micro-kitchen and bathroom.
While constantly investigating green design options like locally produced sustainable materials, energy efficiency and green roofs, Humenny
also considers the intrinsic value of connecting to nature itself. “I’m
always thinking about the visual connection to nature,” he says. “It’s important that the occupants feel like they are a part of their surroundings.”
And while all the waste materials from a Studio 1.0 (100 square feet)
will fit into two garbage cans, Hummeny intends to use new structural
insulated panels (SIPs) on the next install. “They’re 400 percent stronger,
use 75 percent less lumber and are 50 percent more energy efficient
than regular framing.”
Although the baseKamp models are still in the design phase, Humenny
is optimistic they could help the housing situation in Whistler. “Homeowners could build a small rental dwelling in their backyard,” he says. “Or
choose to live there and rent their house out.” Yard space could even be
leased, as the structures can be disassembled and moved or sold-off.
“A dream of mine would be to create a modern, off-the-grid wilderness village of small dwellings in an area that won't allow traditional
buildings or services,” Humenny says. “Like a trailer park but kind of
the opposite – no roads or cars, just walking paths and bike trails. More
emphasis on nature and the “park” side of things.”
inhabitdwellings.com

“I’ve always
had a real
interest in microarchitecture,”
he says, “so I
combined that
with my building
and design
experience and
this was the
result.”

top photo courtesy of kelvin humeNny
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Day Clubbin'
If you ask me, the cool thing about golf is the lack of a standardized playing area.
Each course is unique, with its own challenges and rewards. Many of those challenges are too challenging for me so I called my buddy Hamish, a real golfer, to get
the inside scoop on the Sea to Sky’s eight great courses. – Feet Banks
The Fairmont Chateau Golf Club
“Literally built on the side of a mountain. Enjoy killer scenery
but make sure you get off to a good start because the first
four holes take you straight uphill.
Favourite Hole – Number 3 is the toughest hole, aim more
right than you think off the tee and have an extra ball ready.”
Whistler. 1.866.338.4026 golfwhistler.com

Furry Creek Golf & Country Club
“The views make this course the best to take out-of-province friends to really enjoy
the Coast Mountains, the Pacific Ocean, and of course, the turf. Buy lots of balls.
Favourite Hole – Number 14, on the water, always makes me laugh because of the
Bob Barker-Adam Sandler fistfight in the movie Happy Gilmore.”
Highway 99, Furry Creek. 604.896.2224 golfbc.com
The Meadows at Pemberton
“The front nine is fairly open but once you make the turn to
the back nine, things get quite a bit tighter. The new clubhouse
is good times, too.
Favourite Hole – Number 16 is a long par-four that demands
a well-struck second shot. Pemberton. 604.894.6197 or
1.800.390.GOLF pembertongolf.com

Big Sky Golf & Country Club
“This is the players’ track. If you think you’re good, come test your game here. With
a backdrop of Mount Currie and Big Sky, it’s continuously rated as one of the top
courses in Canada. A must-play.
Favourite Hole – Number 4, called Purgatory – the toughest par-five in the corridor.”
Pemberton. 604.894.6106 bigskygolf.com
Squamish Valley Golf & Country club
“This is the most underrated course in the corridor, great
layout, tricky fast greens. Good times, every time.
Favourite Hole – Number 6 is a great risk-reward par-five with
a dog-leg and a second shot carry over water.”
Squamish. 604.898.9691 toll free 1.888.349.3688

Whistler Golf Club
“This locals’ favourite is where I play most
of my golf. Friendly staff, a great course to
walk and the close proximity to the village
makes for easy après.
Favourite Hole – Number 16 is one of the
tougher par-fours in the corridor. Water
follows down the left side.”
Whistler. 1.800.376.1777 whistlergolf.com
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Nicklaus North Golf Course
“Very well manicured with lots of room to
bomb off the tee for the long hitter. Really
challenging par-threes and scenic watermountain views.
Favourite Hole – Number 17, a long parthree that shoots out to a green right on
the lake.”
Whistler. 1.866.338.4026 golfwhistler.com

Garibaldi Springs Golf Resort
“This is the newest course in Squamish, tight fairways and
lots of undulation make for a precision game.
Favourite Hole – Hole 18, with the elevated tee box, is a nice one.
Squamish. 604.898.8356 garibaldigolf.com

Food

Golf

snacks
By Feet Banks
It’s true, despite 22 years of swinging clubs I’m not much of a golfer.
I’ve always believed the true point of the game was to get the snack cart
girl’s phone number. Apparently not everyone shares this philosophy.
“Are you kidding me?” Denis, one of my golf buddies asks. “I usually
can’t even talk to those girls. They throw my concentration off.”
Denis therefore belongs to the BYOS school of golf – Bring Your Own
Snack. He likes to stuff some landjaeger sausage in next to his balls
(and tees) and drinks iced green tea. I decided to ask around to see what
other kinds of foods golfers are into.
“I started golfing because it was socially acceptable to drink at 9 am
on the course,” my buddy Todd admits. “So 18 beer and beef jerky was
my favourite golf bag snack back then.”
Todd, now a 10.2 handicap, admits his menu changed as he matured
and got more serious about the sport, Currently, he’s assimilated into
the golf-snack common denominator of granola bars and bottled water.
Boring. I kept asking around.
Hamish (3 handicap and with a good golf-sounding name) takes
a more complete-meal approach. “Granola bars, sure,” he tells me.
“Almonds, carrot sticks, dried fruit for the sweet tooth. I try to grab one
of those individual yogurts on the way out the door in the morning. And
always keep a pack of Old Port cigars, you never know when you’ll get a
hole in one.”
Canadian Pro Mike Weir’s people didn’t return my calls but he seems
like a Kit-Kat kind of guy to me. I bet Mike is real generous (he does a
lot of charity) and Kit Kats break conveniently into four pieces so they’re
easy to share (although a king-sized Twix goes four ways too, and gives
you more bar for your buck).

"Few things on earth are as tasty as
fried chicken on a hot day."
I think the Japanese have it figured, though. My old boss Toshi taught
me that few things on earth are as tasty as fried chicken on a hot day.
Chicken karaage and BBQ salmon onigiri rice balls are easy finger food
and perfect ingredients for any golf course bento (lunch box). Again, iced
green tea is always good – the caffeine helps keep you awake while waiting for your hack friends (like me).
And so this investigation concludes that although golfers seem to eat
even more granola than hippie backpackers, there is no magic snack to
shave a few strokes off your game. Therefore I must recommend hitting
up the cart girl anyhow, despite what’s in your bag, or maybe because of it.

Are you up

Boo
k On
line

for the

challenge?
• Play and Stay at the newly opened Executive Suites at Garibaldi
Springs Golf Resort
• Les Furber designed 18 hole medium length golf course
• Playable in under 3.5 hours
• Majestic views, naturally challenging, beautiful bent grass greens

For Tee Time Reservations call 604-898-8356
or Toll Free 1-866-441-4747
Visit www.garibaldigolf.com, sign up for our FREE Newsletter
and you could WIN a round of golf for two.
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The Revolution Will Be Dirty,
Blemished and Delicious.
If you want to change the world, it’s been
said, you must first change yourself. Or
more precisely, change your dinner plans.
By Lisa Richardson
Recent high-tech, very scientific investigations have revealed that
food doesn’t magically appear on supermarket shelves. In fact, rising gas
prices, the “Locavore” movement and global food riots have conspired to
expose the Grocery Fairy as a myth.
Having debunked one of the most successful fantasy figures of our
generation – she of the Shelf of Eternal Cheap Abundance – guerilla gardeners, rogue farmers-market shoppers and activist chefs are nominating
a new cadre of superheroes to fight the War on Kraft Dinner. And these
magicians are real, dirty, and wearing dungarees. We call them farmers.
There are 190 of them here in Sea to Sky country – 62% are male,
their average age is 52, and between them, they grow 3165 hectares of
crops and raise 5390 head of cattle and 34 pigs on 129 farms.
And they are, like the rest of us, battling a perfect storm of biofuels,
weather-related crop failures, new meat-eaters from the developing
world, and skyrocketing oil costs that have seen rising food prices
around the globe.
They also battle other villains – competition from cheap imported
produce, land development pressure pushing the cost of farmland up or
taking it out of production altogether, rising input costs which sees farmers spend 86 cents in expenses for every dollar of receipts, and a market
which tends to reward those who are farming produce lacking in nutritional value, like sod, Christmas trees, horses and wine. It’s all enough
to make the good fight so exhausting that farm and farmer numbers have
been declining steadily since 1941. And now, the writing is on the wall.
The superhero farmer needs some backup, especially the 30-something-aged new-generation farmer, who is more likely to be your source
for tomorrow’s supper than a Chinese or Californian agribusiness. So
you might want to get to know Nic and Stefan Butler, or Jennie and Anna
Helmer.
Stefan, a carpenter recently relocated to Squamish from Calgary, dug
up his Brackendale backyard in 2005 for a veggie patch. “I like good
food. I don’t eat fast food. I don’t like spending money on a lot of things,
but I will spend it on good food. When I moved to Squamish I was really
surprised how hard it was to get local, fresh, organic food.” So he grew it
himself.
A year later, he had relocated to Glacier Valley Farms in the Squamish Valley, where he and his brother rented three acres in an attempt to
reinvent themselves as farmers. Summer of 2007 was their first year running a commercial operation – an ongoing experiment that saw massive
tomato crop failures (“people said you don’t need to cover tomatoes, but
in this valley you do because of the July rains. We lost a lot to the blight”)
and a steep learning curve.
“We’re the only organic farmers in this valley,” Stefan says. “Sometimes, I wish we were in Pemberton because there’s a farming community there, and a support network.”
Pemberton’s Jennie Helmer sympathizes. She farms with her sister
Anna and parents Doug and Jeanette, and she spent the month of May

voted whistler’s best tapas
“where mother nature is the chef
and the ingredients are from our backyard...
we’re pleased to feature a summer fresh tapas
menu that is everchanging using seasonal organic
products from neighbouring farms”
Erin Stone, Chef
summit lodge & spa 102b-4359 main street
village north 604 932 5569
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“At the end of the day, I want to
feed myself. And after that I’d like
to feed as many people as I can.”
– Stefan Butler, farmer.
planting potatoes and carrots and transplanting
broccoli and cabbages from the greenhouse onto
land that her great-grandfather farmed in the 1920s
until a huge Pemby flood sent him back to the city.
“The cost of getting into farming is huge,”
she says. “When we started in the ‘80s we were
given this tremendously old equipment.” Her
grandfather’s 1945 Ford tractor, which is still in
operation, and a 1920s digger are the source of
family jokes – the tractor has no counter-weight,
so Jeanette and Jennie act as human ballast
when the seed potatoes are loaded on to prevent
the front wheels from rearing up. “But if we didn’t
have that, we couldn’t have gotten started.”
Then there’s the knowledge gap. “The capital
you can find,” says Helmer. “But the knowledge,
about when to plant different seeds, that’s worth
more than anything. And that’s part of what I love.
There’s so much learning involved.”
And Jennie has her parents on hand, who in turn, benefited a lot from
older Pemberton farmers willing to share their hard-earned know-how.
Helmer has also taken courses in beekeeping and cheese-making.
“For me, I have a choice to farm,” she says. “And that might be the
biggest driver.” Helmer has a small financial consulting practice, and has
served the past three years as an elected Councillor in Pemberton. “I have
other business interests that I could pursue. But I don’t want to sit at my
desk Monday to Friday. I don’t need to make $200,000 a year. It’s a lifestyle. Anna and I both choose to farm, and we just choose to make less
and to buy less. There are wonderful benefits – we eat really well.”
Like Jennie, and half of Canada’s farmers, Stefan Butler and his
brother still work off the farm to subsidize their growing passion for growing. “I’m not making any money right now. I’m doing it more for the quality
of life,” says Butler. “If you took a look at it, in terms of the hours spent
in the field, it’s not a viable way to make a living. But I think, in this area,
because the demographic is changing, and it’s full of young professionals who are thinking healthy, that there is the potential to make a living
from farming. I’d definitely be making a lot more money if I was building
houses. But I’m hoping next year that we won’t have to work off the farm.
At the end of the day, I want to feed myself. And after that I’d like to feed
as many people as I can.”
Like being a superhero, farming is not just a day job. It’s more of a
calling. And Stefan Butler is calling for backup. “It falls onto the consumer.
It comes down to our North American way of living. You’ve got to have
the concept of eating in season. You can’t have tomatoes all year round.
People need to start downsizing our standard of living. We can’t keep living
the way we are. We’re headed towards hard times, whether it’s in my lifetime or in the next ten years. People need to clue in to what’s happening.”
Helmer echoes this. “It’s more than just eating locally and shopping at
farmers markets. We need to spell out the associations. If we don’t have
farmland, we don’t get food.” If you develop farmland, as they have in the
developing world, there will be food shortages. And rice will be $10 a bag.
If you buy acreage to build your dream-house on, you are removing farmland from production, and no amount of shopping at the farmers market
will make up for the loss.
“We’ve grown up with this smorgasbord, says Helmer. “Tons of land.
Food. Cheap labour. And now we’re going to have to shift the paradigm.”
And the new-generation farmers are leading the charge.
Good Times Farming is dedicating space at their regular table at
the Squamish Farmers Market, to random surplus produce from any of
Squamish’s backyard gardeners. Green-thumbs and garden-experimenters can contact Nic or Stefan at goodtimefarming@gmail.com

"Mayor/Farmer/All-Around Good Guy Jordan Sturdy. Photos Courtesy North Arm Farm.

Farmers

Markets

• Squamish, Saturday 10am-3pm,
May 17 - October 11, Downtown
• Pemberton, Friday nights, 5pm-7:30pm, June 13
outside Solstice Organics, Frontier Street
• Whistler, Sunday 11am - 4pm, June 15, Base of
Blackcomb ("Upper Village Market Stroll")
• Whistler Creekside, Franz's Trail Market,
Saturday, May 23 - Fall, Creekside
• Pemberton, North Arm Farm, 9am-6pm,
June-August, bakery, Upick and farm fresh fruits
and veggies.

Join the League

of Gentle-Growers

Here’s how you can support
a growing local economy. Not
because it’s trendy, or some
righteous person said you
should. But because it’s fun and
yummy and incredibly gratifying.
And it’s time.
• Eat in season. Canadian
strawberry farmers have been
Photo Courtesy North Arm Farm.
steadily quitting on the summer
fruit because they can’t compete
with year-around grocery store availability. Back when people lived more
in sync in with the rhythm of the planet, the first local strawberries were
celebrated, and the returns made the crop viable for farmers. Visit McEwans or North Arm this summer to U-Pick local, in-season strawberries.
• Buy shares in agriculture. “Community-supported agriculture” is a
low-commitment, low-risk form of shareholding. If your investment portfolio is short on edible commodities, you might want to diversify into CSAs.
Essentially, you are buying a share in a farm business. And your return
on investment comes as food. It’s as simple as signing up for a Harvest
Box. Let local farmers know you’re interested, committed, and willing to
pay up-front.
• Plant something. Herbs in your windowsill. Beans. Alfafa sprouts. Rip
up a patch of lawn and start a few edible plants. Says Stefan Butler, “If
people started growing, it wouldn’t be such a weight on the farmers. So
much could be shared amongst a lot of people. We just need a network.”

• Trade labour for food. Volunteer at a local farm during busy planting,
weeding or harvest periods. Most small farms can use an extra pair of
hands during peak periods.
• Order the local option on a menu. Or ask your favourite chef or café
to offer a 100 Mile dish.
• Eliminate the middle man – buy direct. Stefan Butler visited a host of
Squamish restaurants who were interested in using local produce, but
when it came time to get back to him, it was Sysco who called, telling
him they were the people he had to go through. “But I can’t meet their
prices. To make money, I can’t sell to middle men.” Instead, Good Time
are partnering with the Brackendale grocer. “He’s willing to not make
money from the fresh produce in order to get people into the store.”
• Join a co-op. Partner up with buddies to share an organic cow or pig
for your freezer. Bring your surplus to Good Times Farming’s table at
the Farmers Market. Put on a 100 Mile dinner potluck. Become part of a
community.
ª Visit the library. Michael Pollan, Wendell Berry, JB MacKinnon and
Alisa Smith, Barbara Kingsolver are the high priests of the table, set to
turn dinner into something more soulful.
• Ride your bike. It’s all connected. Food is fuel, and you can limit your
dependence on oil by riding your bike more often, and redirecting the
money you would have spent on gas towards local produce.
• Experiment. Just like the Butler brothers and North Arm Farm’s Jordan
Sturdy and my novice gardener friends are doing. While we still have the
luxury of failure.

Whistler Farmer’s
Market
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“There isn’t a better view from a table
in Whistler!” (or a room for that matter!)
Edgewater Lodge on the shores of
Green Lake. Close, yet seemingly far
from the maddening crowd of Whistler
Village and everything you’re trying to
get away from. Come join us for some
spectacular scenery, food, and wine.
All from the comfort of your lakeside
table with a view.

“Arguably the best in Whistler”
- Bob Howells in Avenues Magazine/Outside Magazine

“There’s ‘the scene’ and then
there’s ‘the scenery’... an entire world
away.” - City Food
“We loved our time at The Edgewater”
- Gourmet

Edgewater Lodge, 8020 Alpine Way, Whistler, BC, V0N 1B8
Ph: 604 932 0688; www.edgewater-lodge.com

Kypriaki Norte Restaurant is a local’s favorite centrally located
across from the Whistler Telus Conference Center.
From succulent roast lamb to traditional Paella
to the freshest seafood and tender aged steaks, we serve
authentic Mediterranean and West Coast cuisine
accompanied by an extensive international wine list.
Our warm and friendly atmosphere will relax and rejuvenate
you after a day of skiing or a round of golf. Enjoy pre-dinner
drinks in our popular well stocked bar. Dine on our sunny
garden patio during spring and summer with views of the
incredible mountains surrounding the Whistler area.
Located across from the Conference Centre at 4122 Village green, Whistler, B.C.
Reservations: (604) 932-0600 (only by phone)
www.kypriaki.net

Food

Charcoal

vs. GAS

SUMMER’S RED-HOT DEBATE

Words by Ester O’Neill
At this very moment in a backyard somewhere a group
of friends is gathered around a grill, beers in hand, anticipating
the moment the grillmaster declares the burgers done. Jovial
conversation covers last night’s ball game, what the kids are up to
and how awesome life is. Then someone pops the biggest question
of the summer.
“Which is better: A charcoal or gas grill?”
In an instant, best buddies become mortal enemies as they fight
for their grill of preference, ready to do battle for their choice to
the death. This is a debate as old as summer itself. And one that
divides the country like no other cooking apparatus. So prepare
yourself to battle. Broken down into a few key points, flavour,
convenience, consistency, cost and the caveman factor, choosing
sides has never been easier.

FLAVOUR
It can be argued that a charcoal grill wins hands down when
it comes to flavour. The intense heat of charcoal sears steaks and
chops quickly giving them the signature crust and smokiness we
most strongly associate with BBQ. Charcoal is also preferable for
the long, slow-cooking of cuts like ribs or brisket. The char and
deep smoke flavour is hard to match on a gas grill. Smoking or
using different wood chips are also best suited to a charcoal grill.
Gas grills don’t get as hot as charcoal so meat tends not to get
the same browning and searing effect. Many manufacturers add
ceramic plates over the burners to catch the drips, which creates
steam, causing smoke and thus adding flavour. However, generally,
gas grills add little to the taste. While you can BBQ anything on a gas
grill, the moderate flame is ideal for chicken, fish and vegetables.

photo by colin field
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CONVENIENCE
This is one factor where gas grills really shine. Ready to cook
at the push of a button (provided there is gas in the tank), they
are the choice for busy weeknights and impromptu deck parties.
Quick-to-light features are also great for grilling in inclement
weather, keeping the taste of the summer going strong even at
winter’s peak.
A charcoal grill, on the other hand, takes some work to get
going. If your tummy is rumbling and the guests are chanting
“We want food”, the 30-35 minutes to light, heat and maintain
the coals may be too much.
The cleanup of a gas grill is also much easier to deal with
than the ashy remains of a night spent working the coals.

Your SportS ConneCtion
10 plasma Screens
1 Jumbo Screen
NHL PACKAGE/ NFL PACKAGE

Let’s face it: Humans love the
hypnotizing and mesmerizing
ways of fire. We have since the
beginning of time.

Only place to watch your favorite team at

CONSISTENCY
Like the convenience factor, the gas grill really takes the
steak when it comes to consistency. Changing and maintaining
the temperature on a gas grill is easy. A simple twist of a knob
increases or lowers as you need. A modern gas grill is generally
equipped with at least two burners so that you can cook over a
range of temperatures across the grill with ease.
While not impossible, a charcoal grill demands practice and
experience to manipulate the heat. Building two-level fires and
adjusting the air vents on the top and bottom of the grill are
ways to control the temperature. Even so, a charcoal grill needs
almost constant attention to maintain the proper heat level for
the food you’re cooking.

Opposite village 8 cinemas

S T E A K ,

S E A F O O D

&

S U S H I

Whistler’s only authentic
Japanese Steak House

photo by Brad Kasselman www.coastphoto.com

COST
Charcoal wins in this category if you opt for a simple and
small kettle-style charcoal grill. They can be purchased for as
low as $30. Adding features like a smoker or a larger, more
high-end model with bells and whistles can increase the cost
to around $400. On the other hand, a basic gas grill, no frills
attached, generally starts around $130 and can go upwards of
$3000 with fancy add-ons and increased grill size.
THE CAVEMAN FACTOR
Let’s face it: Humans love the hypnotizing and mesmerizing
ways of fire. We have since the beginning of time. Nothing better
satisfies our primal urges than to light, play with and cook over
real flames, grunting with pleasure as we push the coals around
and cook dinosaur-sized hunks of meat. (Urgh, fire, good.)
There might be only one way to get a similar caveman thrill
from the gas grill: Wear nothing but a loincloth, hunt down
dinner with a club, drag the catch home by the tail and BBQ
away (not recommended).

604-932-5151

Great Food
Fun Atmosphere
BIG KNIVES!

604-932-2223
Located in the Hilton Whistler Resort and Spa

7 days a week 5:30 pm - close
Group reservations recommended

Eating Out in Sea to Sky Country
Britannia Beach
Galileo Coffee Company

Feet’s parents always stop here so it must be good. Hwy 99. 			

604.896.0272

Squamish
Brackendale Bistro		
Organic ingredients, great local meeting spot. Brackendale.			
The Burrow		
This place rules, A local favorite. Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way. 			
Cafe Maya		
Local Mexican with a great atmosphere.					
Eagle’s Nest		
The finer side of Squamish dining, great pizza. Brackendale.			
Howe Sound Brew Pub	You gotta respect any place that makes its own beer. Downtown Squamish.		
Howe Sound Juice Co
Organic at its best. Coffee, juices, smoothies, food.				
Parkside Restaurant	Hearty, homemade flavour. Downtown Squamish.				
The Shady Tree Pub
Wings, wings, wings, Thursday specials. Hwy 99.				
Sushi Sen		
Squamish’s best sushi, affordable too. Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way.			
Wigan Peir		
Best fish & chips in the corridor. Fantastic pies. Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way.		
The Wild Wood		
Breakfast specialists, but lunch and dinner are pretty good too. Hwy 99. 		

604.898.9211
604.898.2801
604.898.2352
604.898.4444
604.892.2603
604.892.2602
604.892.2273
604.898.1571
604.898.8235
604.898.3834
604.815.4424

Whistler
21 Steps			
Climb above it all for big, good meals or lounge upstairs in The Attic. Whistler Village.
Araxi			High class service and meals, award winning wines. Whistler Village.		
Bavaria			
Take it back to the old country with this classic Oktoberfest venue. Main Street.
Bearfoot Bistro		
Oysters, wine, and lots in between. Yum. Whistler Village. 			
Blacks Pub		
Near the base of both mountains, scotches & sometimes live music. Whistler Village.
The Brew House		
Beer made on site, big portions, good times. Town Plaza.				
Canadian Snowmobile
Mountain Top Fondue – Nothing says ‘ski town’ like fondue. Blackcomb.
Champagne 		
A new place to unwind in comfort and style. Whistler Village.
		
The Den at Nicklaus North	You don’t need to be a golfer to shoot par at this place. Nicklaus North.		
Dubh Linn Gate		
Great beers, authentic Irish cuisine. St Paddy’s day goes off. Whistler Village.
Dups Burrito		
These boys roll up the best fatties, fat burritos that is. Main Street.			
Edgewater		Enjoy a quiet meal right on the waters of scenic Green Lake. Hwy 99.		
Elements Tapas Lounge
Best Eggs Benny ever. See review this issue. Main Street.
		
Garibaldi Lift Company
Right above the Whistler Village Gondola. Killer après. Live music. Whistler Village.
The Keg			
Always good. But Billy Miner Pie is Feet’s favorite dessert. Whistler Village.
The Mountain Club		
Casual food, extensive Pacific Northwest winelist. Main Street.
		
Pasta Lupino		
Fantasitc pasta and the soups are truly divine. Very affordable. Main Street.		
Quattro			Italian cuisine and fine wines – a winning combo. Main Street. 			
Ric’s Grill		
Surf and Turf it up. Whistler Village.						
Rim Rock Café		
Best restaurant in Whistler, hands down. Just go. Creekside.
		
South Side Diner		
A Whistler Tradition – a Beltch for Breakfast. Roast Beef night rules. Creekside.
Splitz Grill		Probably the best hamburger you’ll ever eat in your life. Main Street.		
Sushi Village		
Whistler’s original sushi joint. The partyingest place in town. Whistler Village.
Thai One On		
Get your fix for authentic Thai food. Upper Village.				
Teppan Village		
Ninja-like chefs cook right at your table. True family fun. Whistler Village.
The Wild Wood Bistro
Most popular breakfast joint in Whistler. Big dinners too. Whistler Racquet Club.

604.966.2121
604.932.4540
604.932.7518
604.932.3433
604.932.6408
604.905.2739
604.938.1616
604.932.3433
604.938.9898
604.905.4047
604.905.0210
604.932.0688
604.932.5569
604.905.2220
604.932.5151
604.932.6009
604.905.0400
604.905.4844
604.932.7427
604.932.5565
604.966.0668
604.938.9300
604.932.3330
604.932.4822
604.932.2223
604.935.4077

Pemberton
Mount Currie Coffee Co
The Wild Wood		

604.894.3388
604.894.0114

Best coffee in Pemby. Arbutus Street. 			
			
Notice how every Sea to Sky town has one? Because they rule. Portage Road.

More listings can be found at mountainlifemagazine.ca
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Not-so-average cup of Joe
Drink locally, think globally.
By Jennifer Godbout
We’re in the midst of a growing eco-consciousness toward the food and beverages we
consume, and today’s global coffee industry is
undergoing its own green evolution. According
to the co-owner of Galileo Coffee in Britannia
Beach, there’s more to the movement than just
“going organic.”
“I do believe that the practice of organic is
very important,” says Galileo’s Lance McClure.
“But what is most important to me is whether
the coffee is of good quality – and is it consistent, crop after crop, season after season?”
Direct trading between coffee growers and
roasters is another of the current evolutions
McClure takes very seriously. “This is more
important than any certification a farmer, coffee trader or roaster can buy,” he says. “It
ensures a sustainable future for both ends of
the spectrum.” By engaging in practices such
as shade growing, bio-diversification, and or-

ganic farming as well as fair-trade, coffee can
be produced in a way that is kind to both the
environment and its people.
Lance McClure and partner Cara Barth
opened Galileo Coffee in October 2005. The
Britannia location boasts amazing views, direct
contact with Highway 99 (and a captive audience of coffee lovers) and also has the space
for roasting. “The building is in pretty good
shape,” McClure adds, “considering it’s a
hundred and one years old.” Galileo’s interior
has a curved, funhouse vibe to it that adds to
the character and specific feel the partners are
aiming for.
McClure has five years of coffee roasting
experience that he picked up in Washington,
the epicenter of coffee drinking in the Northwest, and he now roasts four days a week and
produces, on average, a ton of coffee each
month.
Specifics of his roasting process are a trade
secret but McClure starts with the best green
beans he can buy and credits the quality
of the end product to attention to detail and
freshness.

illustration by dave barnes

McClure roasts four
days a week and
produces, on
average, a ton of
coffee each month.
So now, in a more globally conscious industry,
it’s possible for coffee to come from a small farm
in a far-off corner of the earth to be roasted,
brewed and sold by a locally-owned business like
Galileo. Lance McClure recommends his Quest
blend, made for Squamish’s Quest University. It’s
a blend of French-roasted Brazilian and mediumroasted Columbian coffees. Extra karma points if
you bring your own re-usable cup.

Wide Format Printing
artist’s Canvas/Giclee’s
Decals/Vehicle Wraps
P.O.P. Displays
Photography
Artist Network

*

Environmentally
Friendly
Eco-Solvent Inks

Digi
Digital
Media Solutions
3D Computer Animation
Graphic Design
Mobile Marketing
Film Making
Vfx

world wide 24/7
info@globalinkstorm.com

(604) 898-1296

By Dave Smith
I’ve had some terrible jobs – one summer I
cleaned out rat cages for eight hours a day – so
when Mountain Life asked me to drink beer, I
was pleased.
The Howe Sound Inn & Brewing Company in
Squamish is known for a grassroots approach to
producing award-winning beer (most recently, a
gold medal in the North American Beer Awards
for their Garibaldi Honey Pale Ale). Opened by
Dave Fenn and family in 1996, the goal of making “real beer” has always been front and centre
for the Brewing Co., no exceptions.
As laid out in the original Bavarian Purity
Laws of 1516 (the 10 commandments of beer)
the Brewing Co. uses only four ingredients:
water, barley, yeast and hops. “Our beer is all
natural – no additives or preservatives – naturally carbonated and naturally filtered,” says Vice
President John Ohler. “No chemicals to speed
up the process like bigger breweries do. You
can taste the difference and our beer is much
healthier, that’s a given.” Sweet. The next time
I feel like going for a run or something stupid
like that, I should just pop open a cold Diamond
Head stout. Forget cardio: Drink healthy beer.
The names of the brews are derived from local
Squamish lore. So even if you can’t stand up

to pee for fear of heights, just slug down a
Baldwin & Cooper Best Bitter (named after the
legends who first climbed the Grand Wall of
the Chief) and you’ll feel like you’re a thousand
feet up.
In the tradition of craft breweries, the ales
are served the old fashioned way – fresh and
through a traditional hand pump at exactly 10
degrees Celsius. According to Head Brewer
Franco Corno, taste buds are most receptive to
ale flavour at this temperature. The liquor store
should take note…
I got the grand tour. I heard about atmospheres, carbonation levels, maximum temperatures, base malts. Certainly these people are
serious about beer, and way smart. That’s a
good thing – you generally want the makers of
your beer to be overachievers.
Purely in the interests of good journalism
I felt obliged to taste the wares of these beer
prodigies, so as not to be swayed by their complex lingo and fancy protective eyewear (beer
goggles?). Sure enough, the nectar was sweet
(I had the Oatmeal Stout), and by the time security escorted me out I had a firm understanding of their quality product. I do recommend
skipping the interval training for a stop in at the
Howe Sound Inn & Brewing Company. Healthy
has never tasted so delicious.

photo by dave smith

“I would kill everyone in
this room for a drop of
sweet beer!” – Homer Simpson

Visit a piece of Ireland today!

Our warm hearted Gaelic hospitality can’t be topped!
With a 100 Seat Patio, Live Celtic Music daily,
Whistler’s Largest Draft Beer Selection and Authentic
Celtic Pub Fare, a visit to the Dubh Linn Gate is a must!
170-4320 Sundial Crescent, Whistler, BC

604-905-4047
www.dubhlinngate.com
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photo by Steve Rogers. Squamish River.
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photo by john irvine. Skookumchuck Narrows.
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photo by jim martinello. Colin, Bouldering in Pemberton.

photo by Danny. Cheakamus River.
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photo by bruce rowles. Balls to the walls.

photo by todd lawson. Howe Sound.
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Clinics • Slide Shows • Demos • Comps • Parties • Photo Shoot-out • Film Festival • Lots of Prizes!

squamish
mountain festival
2008
july 16 - 20

www.squamishmountainfestival.com
presented by:

beneﬁciaries:

sponsored by:
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Summer events
Whistler International All Star Hockey Tournament June 21– July 14, Whistler. An elite youth tournament designed
to bring together hockey players with a high level of commitment to their
sport and to fun. whistlerallstarhockey.com

The Squamish Gardeners' "Garden Tour 2008"
June 22, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm, Squamish. Although the gardeners weren’t
releasing much info at press time, I’m gonna go out on a limb and say this
event consists of checking out the gardens of Squamish. Hit the site for more
details. squamishgardeners.com

Squamish Legion Meat Draws

June 28, 3–5 pm, Squamish Legion. Also held every Saturday, this is the only known opportunity for
Sea to Sky residents to win free meat. You probably need a Legion membership to enter but you should all have one of those anyhow. Support our veterans, win meat. mysquamish.com

Whistler Dragon Boat Festival June 28 – 29, Whistler.
The first annual Whistler Dragon Boat Festival on beautiful Alta Lake. Great
scenery, beating drums, fierce paddling, cheering spectators and live entertainment. Register your team early. whistlerdragonboat.com.

ArtWalk July 1 –August 31, Whistler. ArtWalk features more than 50

regional artists and artisans in host "galleries" throughout the village. Support
local artists, they need it, have you seen how much studio space rents for around
here? whistlerartscouncil.com.

Green Drinks

July 2, 8-10 pm, Blacks Pub, Whistler. In Whistler
it’s incredibly smart to combine your event with the word “drinks.” Here the
Environmentalists get it right with a monthly shindig at Blacks including free
appetizers and beer. Lacking structure and any sort of agenda, Green drinkers
of all ages and backgrounds meet to chat, debate, socialize, and connect with others who are passionate about environmental and sustainability issues. This rules.

Whistler Art Workshops on the Lake

July 2 – August 24, Whistler. The Whistler Arts Council is once again hosting
a ton of workshops out in that old-school Whistler heritage home on the lake.
There are too many good workshops to list so just go to the website and check
it out. whistlerartscouncil.com

Whistler Children's Art Festival July 12 – 13, Whistler
Creekside. The 25th anniversary of the fest will be fun-filled with hands-on
workshops in fine arts, crafts, theatre, multi-media, dance and music. Lots
of free activities and entertainment by roving musicians, zany characters and
popular children's performers on the main stage. whistlerartscouncil.com

Squamish Mountain Festival July 16 – 20, Squamish.

Featuring an exciting mix of films, clinics, competitions and guest speakers,
the festival takes place at various locations and focuses on climbing.

Last day for Summer Skiing and Riding

July 27,

Blackcomb Mountain. The title of this one kind of says it all.

Sea to Sky Charity Golf Event July 29, Nicklaus North

Golf Course, Whistler. This Texas Scramble tourney will donate all proceeds
to the Pemberton Children’s Centre. 1:00 pm Registration, 2:30 pm Shotgun
Start, 6:30 pm Cocktails, 7:00 pm Dinner. It ain’t cheap but it’s for an excellent
cause and should be a great day on the turf. pembertonchamber.com

The Canadian National BBQ Championships

August 2 – 3, Dusty’s Bar and Grill, Creekside, Whistler.
A rip-roaring, lip-smacking good time with as many as 50 teams barbecuing,
cooking, socializing and celebrating for two solid days. This is what summer is
all about. whistlerblackcomb.com

Green Drinks

August 6, 8-10 pm, Blacks Pub, Whistler. See July 2 .

Kokanee Crankworx

August 9 – 17, Whistler. The premier
mountain bike festival, featuring freeride competitions, pro riding demos,
FREE music and entertainment. And more bikes than you have ever seen.
whistlerblackcomb.com

The 6th Annual Copper and Fire Event

August 10, BC Museum of Mining, Britannia Beach. As best I can tell this is
an art event focusing on artists who use metal and heat. They’re still accepting
submissions. bcmuseumofmining.org.

Slow Food Cycle

August 17, Pemberton. Ride your bike from farm
to farm eating and learning about stuff that matters. slowfoodcyclesunday.com

Feast of Fields August 30, 1– 5 pm, Rebagliatti Park, Whistler.
A gourmet, wandering, harvest festival picnic. Taste the very best of BC from
chefs, vintners, brewers, farmers and food artisans from across the province.
ffcf.bc.ca/whistlerfeast/home.html
Green Drinks Sept. 3, 8-10 pm, Blacks Pub, Whistler. See July 2.
The Whistler Writers and Readers Festival

September 12-14, Whistler. A range of workshops on writing fiction, memoir,
romance and commercial nonfiction, with guest writers including Wayne
Grady, Nancy Warren, Susan Reifer and Leslie Anthony. theviciouscircle.ca

If you have an event you’d like to add, email feet@mountainlifepublishing.com
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FACTS
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Water is the only substance found on earth naturally in three forms
– solid, liquid and gas.
Right now about 70% of the earth is covered in water but freshwater
lakes and rivers, ice and snow, and underground aquifers hold only 2.5%
of the world's water.
Only 0.3% of total global fresh water is stored in lakes and rivers.
Fifty percent of the world's wetlands have been lost since 1900.
Canada has more than 1.2 million square kilometers, about 25% of the
world's remaining wetlands – the largest wetland area in the world.
Many rural African and Asian women walk an average of 6 kilometres
each trip in order to fetch water.
Approximately 300 litres of water is required to produce 1 kilogram of paper.
It takes about 215 000 litres of water to produce one metric ton of steel.
It is recommended that people drink 2 to 3 litres (about 8 glasses) of
fluid every day.
You can survive about a month without food, but only 5-7 days without water.
A single lawn sprinkler spraying 19 litres per minute uses more water
in just one hour than a combination of ten toilet flushes, two 5-minute
showers, two dishwasher loads, and a full load of clothes.
In Canada, there is more water underground than on the surface.
Canada has 563 lakes with an area greater than 100 square kilometres.
With approximately 8% of its territory covered by lakes, Canada has more
lake area than any other country in the world.
Water power meets about 62% of Canada's electrical needs.
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Today, around 3,800 cubic kilometres of fresh water is withdrawn annually from the world's lakes, rivers and aquifers. This is twice the volume
extracted 50 years ago.
About 75% of all agricultural water withdrawals in Canada take place on
the Prairies, mainly for irrigation.
On average, 13% of municipal piped water is lost in pipeline leaks – up
to 30% in some communities.
A 5-minute shower with a standard shower head uses 100 litres of water.
A 5-minute shower with a low-flow shower head uses less than 50 litres
of water.
One drop of oil can render up to 25 litres of water unfit for drinking.
Approximately 1000 kilograms of water is required to grow 1 kilogram of
potatoes.
Canada is the largest producer of hydroelectricity, followed by the United
States and Brazil.
Almost 60% of the world's fresh water falls within a transboundary basin,
where at least one of the tributaries crosses a political boundary.
Approximately 60% of Canada's fresh water drains north, while 85% of the
population lives within 300 kilometres of the southern border with the USA.
Forty percent of Canada's boundary with the United States is composed
of water.
World wide, every year, 1.8 million people die from diarrhoeal diseases
(including cholera) from tainted water; 90% are children under five,
mostly in developing countries.
Worldwide, one billion people lack access to safe drinking water, 2.4
billion to adequate sanitation.
~ Environment Canada, www.ec.gc.ca/WATER

Best Western Tin Wis
oceanfront tofino bc

Rugged
Westcoast Fitness Package
…Toﬁno style
4 nts, 4 days - you’re ours
Course(s) oﬀered:
WHISTLER LIMOUSINE LTD
Whistler’s Largest &
Most Reliable Limousine Service

Jade Screen

Acupuncture
Squamish BC.

Terri Lukyn R.Ac.
604-892-5583

April 23rd to 27th, 2008
Come for one training package,
or come for them all.

Cost: $389 per person,
(per package,
based on double occupancy)

• Fully Equipped Sedans, SUVs,
Limousines & Executive Vans
• Mini Coaches – Up to 47 Passengers
• Specializing in Private & Corporate
Airport Transfers
• Serving Whistler For Over 16 Years
• For 24-Hour Service Call

604-905-7779

Toll Free: 1-866-905-7779
Fax: 604-905-7732
rez@whistlerglaciergroup.com
www.whistlerglaciergroup.com

includes:
4 nts in a beachfront guestroom,
3 days rugged westcoast exercise,
4 days yoga

Get ﬁt for 2008 !

Discover the Spirit…

www.tinwis.com
1.800.661.9995
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